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Abstract

Micro electro mechanical systems (MEMS) applications in radio frequency
(RF) and microwave electronics are revolutionizing the progress in wireless
communications. In particular, MEMS switchable/tunable capacitors can facilitate
the realization of multistandard software defined transceivers, offering better
performance than existing solutions.
In this thesis, characterisation and RF modelling of MEMS
switchable/tunable capacitors and the technical requirements for their application in
multiband wireless transceiver circuits in a software defined radio (SDR) are
described. The first device considered is a curled cantilever capacitive switch,
configured in both shunt and series configuration where the capacitance is limited to
two stable states. The second device, referred to as a Hill shaped Zip-up Capacitor
(FIZC), is a novel fixed beam structure where capacitance is continuously variable
between the top beam and the central electrode.
This thesis has developed a new and simple method for constructing 3D
geometries of non planar MEMS structures in different actuation states for accurate
electromagnetic modelling. This method combines mechanical and RF model tools
and excellent model accuracy has been demonstrated for both MEMS switched and
tunable capacitors. This model can be used to study the effect of surface roughness
and can predict the air gap value in the lower contact electrode of MEMS capacitive
structures. The RF performances of the capacitors were simulated by integrating the
structures with coplanar waveguides with design improvements which extend the
Isolation, capacitor tuning and Quality factor. In addition, the circuit with an
equivalent lumped elements model is simulated and the CLR (capacitance,
inductance and resistance) values are extracted. The applications of HZC capacitors
in a reconfigurable impedance matching network are designed and analyzed. A
simple lumped element impedance matching network was simulated at a single
frequency with HZC tunable capacitors to match the impedance of power amplifier
and the antenna and the results are presented.
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Chapter 1:
1

Introduction
Micro electro mechanical

system (MEMS)

is also referred to as

Microsystems (Europe) or Micro machines (Japan) and is a technology which
integrates mechanical elements, sensors, actuators and electronics on a silicon
substrate through a micro fabrication approach similar to integrated circuits. By
utilization of silicon's mechanical and electrical properties, MEMS technology has
delivered low cost, fast and reliable micro scale devices for a wide range of
applications. Some of the MEMS applications are electromechanical sensors
(accelerometers and gyroscopes), optics (optical switches, low power displays),
acoustics (MEMS microphones), and other sensors and actuators (pressure sensors,
inkjet printer heads).
MEMS were developed in 1970s and commercial products integrated with
this technology are available since 1990s. With the device miniaturization, complex
integrations and mass manufacturing, MEMS technology has emerged as one of the
most promising technologies for the 2E‘ century. MEMS devices require low-input
power, which can be provided by thermal, magnetic, piezoelectric, hydraulic, and
electrostatic actuations. Electrostatic actuation is the most commonly used actuation
mechanism because it is simple to fabricate, relatively fast and doesn’t consume any
control power [1]. In particular, MEMS application in telecommunication systems
has facilitated the ability to control the system by a closed loop with sensing,
processing, and actuating/manipulating. This has led to the feasibility of integrating
MEMS components in transceivers to achieve optimum performance. A brief
introduction on radio frequency MEMS (RF MEMS) is given below.

1.1 Radio Frequency MEMS technology
MEMS technology promises to revolutionize Radio frequency (RF)
components

by

bringing

together

silicon

based

microelectronics

with

micromachining technology. The technology enables the integration of a new
generation of high performance RF MEMS passives to replace off chip passives used
in the wireless communication systems [2]. Typical RF MEMS devices include
switches, tunable capacitors, inductors and resonators.
RF MEMS devices are manufactured using conventional 3D structuring
technologies, such as bulk micro machining, surface micro machining, fusion
bonding or LIGA (German acronym for lithography, electroplating and molding).
The surface micromachining technique is extensively used for fabrication of RF
MEMS devices and components. RF MEMS fabrication approaches are more of text
book knowledge and are available in detail at [3], [4].
Interest in MEMS technology for RF and wireless applications is rapidly
rising primarily because of its functionality and flexibility. RF MEMS based
components provide higher integration, with an increase in quality factor (Q), good
isolation, tuning capabilities and lower losses compared to traditional technologies
[5J. Moreover the electromechanical actuation converts a voltage or current signal
into a mechanical movement providing reconfigurability to the device [2], [6]. This
can be adopted to overcome the limitations associated with integrated RF devices,
enabling circuits all the way up to the system level design.
RF MEMS technology could refine many radio frequency and microwave
applications in fulfilling the present and future demands in modern communications
systems such as wireless handsets, base stations and space applications. Some of the
leading companies working on RF MEMS switches are Matsushita Electric, Radant
MEMS Inc., and TeraVicta Technologies Inc., and the leading companies working
on tunable capacitors are NXP and WiSpry. The market analysis of Yole
Development for MEMS switches and variable capacitors predicts sales of over 700
million (USD) by 2012, by substituting the existing products and opening the way
for new applications, especially in cell phones [7].

1.2 Software Defined Radio (SDR) concept
The increasing number of wireless standards and frequency bands has created
significant challenges for RF designers. The rapidly growing communications
systems require new architecture that utilizes new technologies beyond that of
integrated circuits. It demands single RF transceivers which can handle multiple
frequency bands, supports different standards in communication systems and are
easily reconfigurable, without increasing the size and power consumption [8]. One of
the reconfigurable, multimode (multiband and multistandard) techniques is a
Software Defined Radio (SDR) technology. An SDR system

is a radio

communication system which can tune to any frequency band and receive any
modulation across a large frequency spectrum by means of a programmable
hardware which is controlled by software.
The SDR technology is predicted to replace many of the traditional methods
of implementing transceivers by offering a wide range of advantages including
adaptability, reconfigurability, and multifunctionalilty encompassing modes of
operation, radio frequency bands, air interfaces, and waveforms [9]. SDR has
generated tremendous interest in the wireless communication industry for the wide
ranging economic and deployment benefits. A brief introduction and it’s
specifications for MEMS components are explained below.
1.2.1 Introduction to SDR
Worldwide cellular or wireless-local-area-network (WLAN) standards vary in
their digital processing specification and in the frequencies, channel bandwidths and
power levels of the wireless interface. Using SDR technology, a single
programmable system can be designed for wireless specifications by using flexible
RF components which are adjustable, and reusable for multistandard transceiver
front ends. The technology provides a software control for a variety of modulation
techniques, wideband or narrowband operation, and waveform requirements of
current and evolving standards over a broad frequency range [10] . It brings together
two key technologies of the last decade - digital radio and programmable software. It
encompasses reconfiguration of the air interface parameters of handset and base
station products and reconfiguration of the whole mobile network, to facilitate the
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dynamic introduction of new functionality to the user’s terminal, post purchase [11].
Hence, SDR technology has potential to facilitate development of multiband,
multiservice, multistandard, multifeature consumer handsets.
The most popular application areas of SDR technology is in multifunction
cellular base stations and military communication systems. Due to very wide
operating frequency (up to 3GHz) in wireless communication standards a specialized
RF technology needs to drive towards reconfigurable/band-free design. It is
increasingly beneficial and ultimately necessary to make RF components digitally
reconfigurable, so that frequencies and impedance levels can be accurately and
digitally controlled, and continuously optimized for best system performance. Such a
reconfigurable front end is able to switch among frequencies and communication
standards by reusing the same signal path. SDR are capable of adapting to current
and future demands in mobile communications by increasing reconfiguability,
flexibility, multiband (GSM bands, UMTS, Bluetooth, WiMax, and GPS),
multimode (GPRS/WCDMA/802.1 lA) capabilities by flexibly integrating a variety
of hardware and/or software technique [12] .

Figure 1.1. Architecture of generic digital transceiver [13]

The

functional

blocks

in

a

generic

digital

radio

transceiver

(transmitter/receiver) system with radio frequency (RF), intermediate frequency (IF)
and baseband sections can be seen in Figure 1.1 [13]. The RF section consists of
essentially analog hardware modules while IF and baseband sections contain digital

hardware modules. In a transceiver, the received signal is digitized and then
processed using software-programmable digital signal processing techniques.
Digitization may occur at the RF, IF, or baseband. The RF section/RF front-end is
responsible for transmitting/receiving the RF signal from the antenna via a coupler
and converting the RF signal to an IF signal.
In the transmit path, the modulated signal to be transmitted is generated as a
digital signal using software programmable digital signal processing techniques. The
digital signal is then converted to an analog signal for transmission. The conversion
to analog may also occur at RF, IF, or baseband. As a result, the operation of such a
radio can be imperceptibly updated or configured by the service provider allowing
true multistandard interoperability [11] . The ADC/DAC blocks perform analog to
digital conversion (on receive path) and digital to analog conversion (on transmit
path), respectively. ADC/DAC blocks interface between the analog and digital
sections of the radio system. DDC/DUC blocks perform digital down conversion (on
receive path) and digital up conversion (on transmit path), respectively. The RF front
end on the receive path performs RF amplification and analog down conversion from
RF to IF. The baseband section performs baseband operations such as connection
setup, equalization, frequency hopping, timing recovery, and correlation. Flence,
SDR technology has potential to facilitate development of multi-standard and
multifeature consumer handsets.

1.2.2 RF MEMSin SDR
RF MEMS technologies are poised to play a key role in the development of
broadband communications, software radio applications and agile radar systems. To
facilitate reconfiguration of the RF subsystem new components and front end design
methodologies are required. RF MEMS have been identified as a potential
breakthrough technology in meeting the demands of SDR air interface circuits [14],
by combining MEMS technology with semiconductor manufacturing processes to
build low loss RF elements with digital tunability and cost efficiency, to enable a true
software defined radio. The RF front end can be digitally controlled by the baseband
and all the standard-specific functions loaded with software programs. High
performance individual hardware solutions for the RF front end can be provided by
RF MEMS for the necessary selectivity, linearity and Isolation while minimizing
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Insertion loss and power consumption in the circuit. The technology has been
successfully implemented in RF transceiver circuits including low loss filtering,
mixing, switching and frequency generation. RF MEMS also enable new
architectures for the next generations of telecommunication systems, easily and
rapidly reconfigurable and operating over a wide frequency range [2] [15] [16].
RF MEMS primary focus is on making agile and tunable mobile phone front
ends features of SDR circuits. Figure 1.2 illustrates a block diagram for a current
multimode/multiband phone. Note the number of discrete antennae, filters, power
amplifiers and other components required to separately serve each of the WiFi,
UMTS, GSM, TV and Bluetooth transceivers. This is undesirable in terms of cost,
size and energy requirements. This unsatisfactory arrangement can be replaced with
integrated, software defined, tunable modules in high performance RF MEMS
devices.

Figure 1.2. Block diagram of a multiband RFfront end. Source: Semiconductor.net

RF MEMS devices can potentially be used as micro switchable and tunable
capacitors to build low loss impedance networks in front of power amplifiers and
tunable tank circuits in voltage controlled oscillators (VCOs). These devices provide
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reconfigurability and enable multiband operation with excellent RF performance and
tunability over a much broader range of operating frequencies. The device
components of potential interest in RF front end are high-Q micromechanical RF and
IF filters, high-Q inductors, resonators, voltage tunable capacitors, low loss
micromechanical switches, and miniature antennas.
An RF MEMS characteristic property of low power consumption, low cost
and increased functionality, leads a path for a single chip RF circuit. Integrated
MEMS devices directly on the RF chip can allow replacing numerous discrete
components offering better performance and linearity. Altogether RF MEMS will lay
the foundation for present and future communications systems including handsets,
base stations and satellites [17] .

1.2.3 Technical Specifications of MEMS in SDR
High quality RF MEMS switched and continuously tunable capacitors must
meet strict performance specifications for reconfigurable RF systems and also reduce
the number of components required in a RF front end. The performance
specifications based on the industry requirements of MEMS tunable capacitors for its
use in tunable RF circuits, shown in Tabic 1.1, are the basis of this research project.

Parameter
Tuning Range

Required Value
300%

Notes
Maximum Percentage change in
capacitance

Actuation Voltage 3V

Supplied by a DC-DC convertor

Base Capacitance

IpF

Depends on circuit requirement

Quality Factor

> 100, 1-3 GHz

Quality factor should be high

Power Handling

35dBm peak
power

Should be capable to handle up to 35dBm
peak power

Insertion loss

0.3dB @2.5GHz

Varactor may be in series with signal for
some applications

Switching speed

< lOps

Switching speed should be less than lOps

Size

< lmm“
standalone

Will be assembled in a module with other
MEMS components

Lifetime

> 3 billion cycles

Lifetime should be more than 3 billion
cycles

Table 1.1. Target specification of RF MEMS tunable capacitor.
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1.3 RF MEMS switchable and tunable capacitors
To meet the performance requirements of Table 1.1, two main RF MEMS
components are viable contenders,

switchable (two-state) and continuously

variable/tunable capacitors. The MEMS capacitors described in this thesis, work with
the same principle as that of parallel plate capacitors. The capacitance of the
capacitor is changed by varying the gap between two metal plates using electrostatic
actuation.

(a) Upstate
Figure ! .3. Bridge-type parallel plate MEMS capacitor cross section view (a) Up (undeflected/open)
state (b) Down (deflectedclosed) state

The actuating top metal plate may be of bridge type or cantilever type.
Simple bridge type parallel plate RF MEMS capacitor, where both ends are fixed on
the ground of coplanar waveguide transmission line with a gap 'go\ between top and
dielectric layer is shown in Figure 1.3. For the device actuation, the bias voltage (V)
is applied between top and bottom plate {between signal (S) and ground (G)}. With
zero voltage the device remains in an undeflected state called the Up state (open) as
shown in Figure 1.3 (a). Increase in voltage causes the top plate to become unstable
at 1/3'^^^ of the initial gap (go) when it snaps down on the dielectric layer. This voltage
is called the 'Pull-in' voltage {Vpi)^ where the downward electrostatic force is no
longer balanced by the elastic restoring force provided by the fixed ends. This leads
to an increase in the capacitance between the plates and is called the Down state
(closed) and can be seen in Figure 1.3 (b).
In principle, the capacitive switch is the same as a variable capacitor but the
tuning is limited to two digital states (open and closed) due to pull in. In the case of
tunable capacitors, the pull in effect is avoided for wide tuning range and the
capacitance is varied with an analogue control voltage. The capacitance variation can
be made continuous by tuning the air gap between the two parallel plates [18], [19].
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Different methods of tuning and variable capacitors are explained in Chapter 2. The
switchable capacitor explained in this thesis is a cantilever type capacitive RF
MEMS switch with both shunt and series configuration. A new patented device from
Tyndall MEMS group, Hill-shaped Zip-up Capacitor (HZC), where a fixed beam
structure has central support tethers added perpendicular to the beam centre is also
presented. The ends of the beam are deflected to the substrate by applying a voltage
to the drive actuation electrodes, located near the beam anchor to avoid pull in. This
results in a hill-shaped beam over the centre electrode. The capacitance of this
central area can be tuned by varying the voltage between the beam and the central
bottom electrode for continuous tuning. Some of the important parameters of MEMS
capacitive switches and tunable capacitors and their applications are described
below.

1.3.1 MEMS switch parameters
RF MEMS capacitive switches have the advantage of low loss, low power,
high Isolation, large instantaneous bandwidth, reliability and lifetime performance
compared to conventional mechanical and semiconductor technologies. The RF
MEMS capacitive switches find applications in multimode switching, phase shifters,
reconfigurable antennas, signal routing networks and matching networks. The switch
parameters to be considered for RF applications are outlined below.

Insertion Loss: The Insertion loss of a switch is the additional attenuation
between the input and output ports of the transmission line when a switch is in its
pass through state, compared to the attenuation of a switchless through line. In the
case of a shunt switch, the insertion loss is specified when the signal is transmitting
or when the switch is in the open state. For a series switch it is specified in the closed
state. Typically it is characterized by S21 between the input and output of the switch.
The main contributing factors for losses include resistive loss due to the finite
resistance of the signal lines and contacts at low to medium frequencies, and loss due
to the skin depth effect at high frequencies. Insertion loss of a carefully designed
switch is generally less than -0.3 dB for the range 0-40 GHz (although many designs
lie closer to 0 dB).
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Isolation: The Isolation of a switch is the additional attenuation between
input and output ports of the line when a switeh in the current blocking state is
embedded in the line, compared to that of a switchless through line. RF switches
isolation between the input and output is typically characterized by S21. In case of a
shunt switch, the Isolation is specified when the signal is blocked, or when the switch
is in the closed state. For a series switch it is specified when the signal is transmitted
or when the switch is in open state. The main contributing factors include capacitive
coupling and surface leakage. The Isolation of RF MEMS switches can be excellent
and for well designed device is typically better than -30dB at 50GHz for shunt
switehes and -20dB at 20GHz for series switches.
Return Loss: At a transmission line discontinuity, a portion of the input
signal is reflected back towards the input port. The return loss of the devices is the
ratio of the reflected power to the input power, typically characterized by Sn at the
input of the switch in its pass through state. The main contributing factors include the
mismatch of the switch’s total characteristic impedance. Ideally it is desirable to have
a return loss close to OdB when the switch is in the pass through state.

1.3.2 MEMS tunable capacitor parameters
RF MEMS tunable capacitors, with their wide tuning range, high linearity,
and a high Quality factor (Q) performance make an ideal solution for reconfigurable
RF systems. MEMS tunable capacitors are the essential components of circuit tuning
in reconfigurable matching networks, tunable filters and in voltage controlled
oscillators (VCO). Below are some of the properties of tunable capaeitors to be
considered for RF applications.
Quality Factor (Q): The quality factor is a measure of the loss of an RF
circuit and is defined in Equation 1.1.
Q=

Energy Stored
Energy Dissipated

Z = R,+j{2^,-^)

(1.1)

(1.2)

iTpC

Q=

InfCR^
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(1.3)

Where a discrete capacitor can be modelled as a series inductor (Ls), capacitor
(Q and resistor (Rs), the total impedance as a function of frequency (/), is given by
Equation 1.2. At low frequencies (2/^the reactance is dominated
by the capacitor. In this case the quality factor can be expressed as the ratio of the
reactance (stores energy) to the resistance (dissipates energy) as shown in Equation
1.3. The resistance in this case is referred to as the effective series resistance (ESR)
of the component. The quality factor (Q), can be generally defined for both electrical
and mechanical components as the ratio of the energy stored in a device to the energy
dissipated per cycle of resonance.
Large series resistance causes high resistive losses in the device and results in
a low quality factor. As series resistance cannot be totally eliminated, but high
quality factor can be achieved through the use of high resistivity silicon substrate.
High-Q factor capacitors are needed in radio communication systems to replace the
semiconductor varactors, which have high losses at high frequencies.
Linearity: RE MEMS devices are extremely linear since they do not contain a
semiconductor junction and therefore do not have an exponential current versus
voltage relationship. MEMS capacitive switches and varactors can be designed to be
mechanically stiff and due to their low resonant frequency that they can tolerate large
RE voltage swings without generating any significant levels of intermodulation
products. The linearity of an RF component refers to the independence of device
impedance from the input RF signal power, typically characterized by the third-order
intersecting point, or 1P3, in a two-tone RF intermodulation measurement. RF
MEMS switchable and tunable capacitors are ideal elements for tunable filters and
matching networks.
Tuning Ratio (TR): The tuning range of a capacitor is defined as the ratio of
the maximum change in capacitance as a function of the base capacitance.

TR [%] =

100%

X
C Cl

(1.4)

TR is defined by Equation 1.4, where Co and Cmax are the initial or base

capacitance and the maximum tunable capacitance before pull-in, respectively.
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The tuning ratio is a parameter that is often a limiting factor in RF circuit
design. Although some applications require only a small tuning range (10-20%) to
adjust an impedance value, most applications such as VCOs and broadband
impedance matching circuits require tuning ratios in excess of 200%.

1.3.3 Technical Challenges
RF MEMS switchable/tunable capacitors has to overcome some of the
technical challenges described below,
Reliability/Lifetime: The reliability is the major factor of RF MEMS
switches for its long term application. Failure mechanisms in MEMS are due to
cracking, creep and fatigue of the material of the anchor or hinged support. The
reliability is limited by the degradation of the ohmic contacts in the case of DC
contact (metal to metal) switches and breakdown of the dielectric layer in the case of
capacitive switches [9]. It is important to analyze the failure mechanisms in order to
prove the devices to be reliable.
Dielectric charging: Capacitive RF MEMS switches for high frequency
applications suffer from dielectric charging. Capacitive MEMS switches usually
have a dielectric layer to prevent short circuit between the fixed electrode and the
movable mechanical element. However, it is commonly found that electric charge,
present in this dielectric as a result of the fabrication, can distort the operational
characteristics of the actuator which may lead to failure of the device. In particular,
dielectric charging during actuation has emerged as a major reliability problem in
capacitive RF MEMS switches and is difficult to solve.
Packaging: The packaging in MEMS is one of the critical issues, since
freestanding mechanical structures must be protected from dirt, rough handling and
to stay uncontaminated during their lifetime. It is essential that the package of
MEMS components serves to integrate all of the components required for a system
application in a manner that minimizes size, cost, mass and complexity. The package
provides the interface between the components and the overall system.
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Power-handling capability: Most MEMS switches are limited to low power
applications in the region of 30-300mW of RF power [20], because high power
levels can lead to thermal failures and electromechanical self actuation. Efforts are
underway to increase this limit without adversely affecting the lifetime of the device.
Most of the current research activities in the RF MEMS area concentrate on
improving power handling capability.
Switching time: MEMS switches have the disadvantage of slow switching
time for applications in communication systems. The switching time of RF MEMS
switches is of the order of tens of microseconds (Up-to-Down). This is due to the
inertia of the

mechanieal

component,

and

is an

inherent

limitation of

micromechanical switches. The time needed to switch from down-to-up is longer still
and, depending on damping effects, MEMS switches can take a considerable time to
settle in either state. This switching time is substantially longer than most
semiconductor switches, and may be too slow for certain applications in radar and
communications systems [20]. For this reason, MEMS are expected to be limited to
inclusion in ‘slower’ applications such as satellite switching networks.

1.4 Research objectives and organization of thesis
The objective of the work described in this thesis was to develop MEMS
capacitors for multiband wireless transceiver circuits in a SDR. The research work
started with the identification of target applications for the MEMS capacitors and the
specification of key target metrics for the eapacitors in these applications. Different
MEMS capacitor designs were simulated in order to optimize RF performance for
the application in wireless transceivers. The switchable capacitors described in this
thesis are best suited for phase shifters and the tunable capacitor for reconfigurable
matching network. Finally a system level design for MEMS tunable capacitors in a
reconfigurable impedance matching network is presented.
This chapter has briefly introduced RF-MEMS teehnology, MEMS switches
and capacitor specifications for SDR and the objectives of this work. Chapter 2
presents a review of the current progress in RF-MEMS switched and tunable
capacitors. Chapter 3 outlines the MEMS switches and variable capacitor design,
characterisation and measurements done on this work. Chapter 4 presents a novel
technique for modelling of MEMS components combining the mechanical results for
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RF simulations considering the surface roughness of the dielectric. Electromagnetic
simulations and measurements of cantilever switches and tunable capacitors are
included in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 outlines circuit design and results of impedance
matching circuits using the hill-shape tunable capacitors. Finally, Chapter 6
summarises the thesis, and outlines future directions.
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Chapter 2:
2

RF MEMS capacitive switches and variable

capacitors
This chapter provides the state of the art and a comprehensive review of
relevant literature on MEMS switched and tunable capacitors for RF and microwave
applications. MEMS technology has been successfully demonstrated in various RF
applications including switching, filtering and impedance tuning. Different types of
shunt switches [9] [20] [30] [32] [63] [68] and series switches [24] [36] [37] [48] are
reported. Different designs of capacitors for continuous gap tuning including parallel
plates [19] [37] [40] [42] [46] [49] [50] [51] [54] [56] [69] [72] and Zipper actuator
[57] [59] [60] [75] topologies have also been reported.

2.1 State of the art
The developments in MEMS technology have made possible the design and
fabrication of micron scale devices suitable for switching and tuning of
RF/microwave signals. Micromachining or MEMS technology is now rapidly
emerging as an enabling technology to yield a new generation of high performance
RF MEMS passives to replace off-chip passives in wireless communication (sub)
systems. MEMS capacitors provide a wide tuning range that is needed in RF
communication applications. They can also be incorporated monolithically with
other integrated circuits, and exhibits very low loss.
MEMS switches have shown that moving metal contacts possess low
parasitics at microwave frequencies (due to their small size) and are amenable to
achieving low on resistance (resistive switching) or high on capacitance (capacitive
switching). This results in switches with very low loss, electrostatic actuation (no DC
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current required), and a potential for ultra-linear, small signal operation. MEMS
technology provides new freedom in device construction and can be easily integrated
with CMOS technologies. An all aluminium process has been developed which
requires only a minimum of commonly available fabrication equipment and is
capable of producing high performance MEMS capacitors.

2.1.1 Surface micromachining
Micromachining technologies can be used to miniaturize and integrate many
of the off-chip components used in the front-end of the wireless communication
systems while improving their performance. The surface micromachining technology
makes the micromechanical devices on the surface of a silicon wafer, where large
numbers of MEMS devices can be integrated with active circuitry in the silicon
substrate.

Dielec^i^

^ Structural Layer

/ Sacrificial Layer

(a)

(b)

Released air gap

(c)

Figure 2.1. Surface micromachining of a memhrane-type structure, (a) Deposition and patterning of
the sacrificial layer, (h) Deposition of the structural layer, (c) Patterning of structural layer and
removal of the sacrificial layer leaves a freestanding micromechanical structure.

The process involves deposition, patterning and etching of thin films on the
surface of substrate. On the surface of a silicon wafer, thin layers of structural and
sacrificial material are deposited and patterned. Insulating layers (such as oxides and
nitrides) are needed to isolate the device from the substrate and to electrically isolate
conductive components from each other. Sacrificial layers are used to define an air
gap between the structural layer and at the end of the processing the sacrificial
material is removed, thus completely forming assembled MEMS devices [22]. This is
illustrated in Figure 2.1.
The advantages of MEMS integration include increased performance and
lower packaging costs relative to a two chip hybrid solution, with one chip
containing the MEMS components and one chip the interface circuits. While
integration offers some significant advantages, the development of an integrated
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surface micromachining process does involve additional processing complexity. In
each process option the process must be carefully designed to avoid degrading the
circuit performance. This imposes strict limitations on the selection of materials,
thermal budget and process steps that can be used in the MEMS processing.
The MEMS capacitors described in this thesis are fabricated in a low
temperature post-CMOS surface micromachining process using a stack of thin film
materials (insulators - PECVD silicon oxide; structural layers - aluminium) and
employ a polymer known as polyimide as the sacrificial layer. Detailed steps of the
Tyndall METOX fabrication are included in the appendix.

2.1.2 Principle of operation
The operation of MEMS capacitors is based on the fundamental parallel-plate
capacitance equation, given in Equation 2.1. Capacitance is varied by changing the
interplate distance d (gap-timing), the plate overlap area A (area-tuning^ or the
dielectric constant Sr.
C =

S^£,A
(2.1)

The MEMS capacitor with two parallel plate configuration consists of air as a
dielectric between them. In most designs one of the plates is movable and moves
relative to the other plate upon the application of an actuation force. On removal of
the force the movable plate returns to its original position due to the mechanical
restoring force of the plate anchors. The area tuning or gap tuning of the device can
be classified by the motion of the movable plate relative to the fixed plate. The
displacement of plate can be achieved with various actuation mechanisms. The
electrostatic actuation is relatively simple fabrication technology and is easy for
integration. The electrostatic actuation is based on the attractive Coulomb force, ‘Eg’
existing between two parallel plates and can be calculated from the Equation 2.2. The
electrostatic force of two parallel plates with the actuation voltage ‘V’ is given by.

F =
^

£ AV0
Id^
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22)

(

Where

, is the permittivity of the free space, d is the gap between two

parallel plates, A is the area of the plates.
As the force is inversely proportional to the gap spacing, the non linear
behaviour causes instability as the voltage increases, causing the top plate to snap on
bottom plate. It is found to be at one-thirds of the zero bias beam height, the increase
in voltage results in the beam being unstable and it snap down on the bottom
electrode. The voltage that causes instability is called the pull-in voltage and can be
calculated from the Equation 2.3.

8A:
ll^oA

(2.3)

Where do, is the zero bias beam height, k is the linear spring constant.
Pull-in voltage has been well documented in the literature [23]. Beam width,
thickness and residual stress also play roles in the instability leading to pull-in. In
typical RF MEMS capacitors, a mechanically suspended bridge is pulled by an
electrostatic bias voltage applied directly underneath a bottom electrode. When the
bias voltage exceeds a certain pull-in threshold, the bridge makes direct contact with
the bottom electrode so that either by “ON” or “OFF” state. The pull-in effect limits
the switch to move one third of its initial height. This controls the tuning range to up
to 50%. Although this effect does not significantly affect the switching operation, it
can be a serious limitation for continuous tuning of MEMS variable capacitors with
electrostatic actuation. Different approaches to limit pull-in for continuous tuning by
varying gap of the electrostatic actuated capacitors are explained in next section.

2.2 Review of Electrostatic switched and tunable capacitors
MEMS capacitors are mainly distinguished by the device actuation
mechanism and the method of tuning. The principle actuation mechanisms are
electrostatic, thermal or piezoelectric and the capacitance tuning can be achieved by
varying gap, area and dielectric. Of these, electrostatic actuation and gap tuning are
the most common mechanisms and are used in the devices reported in this work. The
main advantage that electrostatically actuated MEMS tunable capacitors have over
their semiconductor equivalents (e.g. varactor diodes and pin diodes) is their ability
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to operate without consuming significant or any DC power. In electrostatic devices,
the required current is typically a very small transient current that consumes
negligible power and is only required to charge or discharge a capacitor for a
different voltage, resulting in a change in position and therefore capacitance. MEMS
capacitors are typically set to a capacitance value by actuating them with a DC
voltage. Another advantage is that MEMS capacitors are inherently linear, giving
MEMS tunable capacitors a significant advantage over their semiconductor
equivalents, especially in RF and Microwave applications for high linearity and low
distortion performances [24]. In the next sections the latest developments in MEMS
switchable and tunable capacitors with electrostatic actuation mechanism are
summarised.

2.2.1 Capacitive switches
Many RF applications require the digital switching of the capacitance
between two known states. RF MEMS switches can be classified with the two
configurations; metal to metal contact (DC or Ohmic contact) and metal dielectric
metal (capacitive-contact) with the switch placed either shunt or series on the
transmission line. The capacitive switches use mechanical movement to achieve an
AC open or short circuit in a transmission line i.e. ON and OFF states. DC switches
operate similar to capacitive switches, except that a separate electrode is used to pull
the membrane/bridge to the down state position, resulting in metal to metal contact.
MEMS switches have been developed and demonstrated in different switching
networks up to 120GHz from many industries, universities and government
laboratories [22]. The capacitive shunt and series switches are reviewed up to date
and summarised at the end of this chapter. Although this thesis is focused on
capacitive switches, the review of metal to metal contact switches is also included in
the literature review.
The first capacitive switch was demonstrated by Goldsmith et al in the mid
1990s, [25] [26] and many capacitive switches of varying designs have been
documented [9] [27]. In a common configuration, the physical implementation of a
surface micromachined shunt switch consists of a grounded metallic beam or
membrane suspended above the dielectric or an air gap from a passivated coplanar
waveguide (CPW) transmission line. With the application of DC bias voltage
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between the MEMS membrane and the transmission line, the membrane collapses on
the dielectric layer, increasing the capacitance by the factor of 30-100. This is known
as the capacitance ratio of the capacitive switch. For the application in switching
circuits the capacitive switch requires a very high capacitance ratio.

embrane

Undercut
Access
Holes

Signal
Path

Lower
Electrode

Dielectric

Figure 2.2. Raytheon capacitive MEMS shunt switch [26]

The Raytheon capacitive shunt switch shown in Figure 2.2 is suspended
above the coplanar transmission line, has a very smooth dielectric layer and has an
excellent capacitance ratio of 80-120. The membrane anchored to the coplanar
ground requires an actuation voltage of 30-50 V to pull down the switch. In the Up
state, which does not affect transmission of the RF signal the Insertion loss is -0.07
dB at 10-40 GHz and the Down state capacitance is found to be l-6pF, resulting in
high Isolation at microwave frequencies of -20 dB at 10 GHz and -35 dB at 30 GHz
[25][26].
A low voltage (low spring constant) and low height (high spring constant)
capacitive shunt switch are reported from University of Michigan [32][33]. The low
spring constant results in a low pull down voltage is of 6-12V with the down state
capacitance l-3pF and the capacitance ratio of 30-50. The low voltage switch has
shown excellent RF characteristics up to 40 GHz with the Insertion loss of-O.ldB
and Isolation of -25dB but exhibits slow switching time [28][29] where the low
height switch has the pull down voltage of 12-24V with fast switching time. This
switch also shows good RF characteristics and has the capacitance ratio of 20-40
[30].
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A low-voltage, long lifetime capacitive shunt switch is reported from NMRC,
Tyndall Institute [31J. The switch is CMOS compatible, surface micromachined from
aluminium consists of a suspended movable metal membrane, which is mechanically
anchored by meander-type tethers and electrically connected to the ground of the
CPW as shown in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3. SEM of NMRC RF-MEMS switch with meander type tethers. The membrane dimensions
are 200pm by 200pm. air gap height is 5 pm and pull-in voltage is approximately lOV. Measured
Insertion loss and Isolation at 30GHz are -0.2dB and 20dB, respectively [31].

The use of meander-type tethers to suspend the central switch membrane
results in a low pull-down voltage (<20V) with maintaining reliability. By using a
high-quality silicon oxide as a dielectric layer, the problem due to dielectric charging
has been minimised. The measured radio frequency performance up to 30GHz results
in Insertion loss less than -0.2dB and Isolation of 20dB at 30GHz. The measured
lifetime of this switch exceeds three billion cycles.
MEMS variable capacitors can be developed by capacitive switches as
switched capacitor banks. One digitally switched design has used capacitive series
MEMS switches and a bank of metal insulator metal (MIM) capacitors [32] [33]. A
four-bit design had a base capacitance of 3.1pF and varied in 0.25pF steps to a
maximum value of 6.5pF, while a 2-bit design had a base capacitance of 2.76pF and
varied in 0.15pF steps to a maximum value of 3.21 pF. The switched capacitor banks
had Q-factors of 40-100 for frequencies in the range 50MHz to 2.4GHz. Due to the
size of the switched capacitor design, low self resonance frequencies of over 1.2GFIz
and 5.6-5.8GF1Z were measured for the 4-bit and 2-bit designs respectively.
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MEMS series switches have a direct contact and are good for low frequency
applications. The basic structure of a MEMS series switch consists of a conductive
beam suspended over a break in the transmission line which can be capacitive or
ohmic switch, depending on metal-insulator-metal or metal-metal contacts are used
at the end of the cantilever.
The ‘curled cantilever’ series switch design has been developed by Duffy,
Bozler et al. Due to the stress mismatch generated across the structural layers causes
the device to curl upwards out of plane. The switch is configured as both capacitive
contact and an ohmic contact by simply replacing the dielectric with metallic
contacts (in this case, platinum). This enables both capacitive and DC-contact
switches to be fabricated easily on the same substrate. Reported radio frequency
parameters include an Insertion loss of less than -0.7dB from 5GHz to 40GHz, and
Isolation of between -32dB (5GHz) and -14dB (40GHz). Capacitively contacted
switch has the capacitance of 1.2pF in the closed state while open state capacitance
of 8.5fT leading to a capacitance ratio of 141 [37j.

RF OFF-state

Gap in the CPW

RF ON-state

RF out

RFtn

RF in

RF out

Anchor

point

A’

Overlap or
actuation area

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.4. Cantilever capacitive series switch (a) Top view (b) Side view [38]

A cantilever capacitive series switch design has been developed by
Rottenberg et al [38] at IMEC and K U Leuven as shown in Figure 2.4. The
capacitive series switch on a CPW (coplanar waveguide) consists of a suspended
movable metal cantilever beam mechanically anchored and electrically connected to
the one side of the signal line, as shown in Figures 2.4 (a) and (b). The beam extends
over the gap in the signal line and overlaps with the other side of the signal line.
The capacitance is defined by the overlap between the beam and the signal
line. In the RF-OFF state, or Isolation state, the beam remains undeflected hence the
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switch capacitance is small, preventing the signal from going through. By applying a
dc bias superimposed on the RF signal the beam is pulled down onto the dielectric,
the switch capacitance becomes high and the switch is in the RF-ON state. The
simulated switch has lOfF Up state capacitance and IpF Down state capacitance. The
switch was characterized at 3GFIz where the signal is transmitted with less than IdB
loss in the RF-ON state and more than 20dB loss in the RF-OFF state [38]. The state
of the art parameters for RF MEMS shunt and series switches with the published
references are documented in Table 2.1.

2.2.2 Gap tuning capacitors
RF communication systems require tunable capacitors with high tuning range
and high-Q for applications in voltage controlled oscillators, filters and im.pedance
tuners. In gap tuning capacitors, the gap between the movable and fixed electrodes
can be adjusted electrostatically by the tuning voltage resulting in a change of
capacitance between the parallel plates. Different methods to achieve high tuning by
varying the gap are described below.
2.2.2.1

Single gap capacitor

Mechanical SuspensionsSuspended electrode

/
i C(v)

go

Vp

/TTTTTTTTTYTTTTY}
Fixed Electrode
Figure 2.5. Schematic of an electrostatic gap-tuning capacitor.

The structure presented in Figure 2.5, consists of a top electrode (fixed from
both sides) and a bottom electrode on the wafer substrate. These two parts form a
tunable, parallel plate configured, air gap capacitor (C). The dimensions are:
L- beam length, W- beam width, go- initial gap, the spaeing between beam and
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bottom electrode with zero applied voltage. When a DC polarization voltage (Vp), is
applied across the plates of this system, an attractive electrostatic force between them
is induced, causing the upper movable electrode to move downwards towards the
bottom electrode, until equilibrium between the electrostatic force and mechanical
restoring force of the suspensions is reached. At pull-in voltage (Vp/), the restoring
force provided by the beam anchors, no longer balance the electrostatic force. Hence
the structure becomes mechanically unstable, causing the top beam to spontaneously
collapse onto the bottom electrode.

Figure 2.6. Top view of the parallel plate Variable capacitor from D.J. Young and B.E. Baser [39]. ©
1996 IEEE.

The tuning range of a MEMS tunable capacitor is the range of capacitance
variation that is possible between zero applied voltage and the pull-in voltage. For a
parallel plate capacitor, pull-in occurs at a deflection of (’A) of the initial gap, which
restricts the theoretical tuning range to 50%. This design limitation was reported by
Young et al. in 1996 [40]. The device as shown in Figure 2.6 was constructed on a
silicon substrate with an aluminium bottom electrode over which a lp.m aluminium
plate was suspended in air with four folded beam support tethers. The process was
CMOS compatible with sputtered metal, a photo resist sacrificial layer and plasma
etching for device release with a maximum temperature of 150°C. The capaeitance
varied from 2.1 l-2.46pF under the application of a 5.5V bias voltage corresponding
to a tuning range of 16%. The tuning range is much less than the theoretical range of
50% because of the presence of parasitic capacitance. However, the high parasitic
capacitance is associated with the low resistivity silicon substrate. The initial gap is
1.5)im with the measured Q-factor of 62 at a frequency of 1 GHz.
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A similar parallel plate capacitor, fabricated in the PolyMUMPS process, was
reported by Tsang et al. [41]. The device has 200x200pm“ area with an air-gap of
0.75|Lim and yielded a base capacitance of 0.92pF with a 49% tuning range at an
applied voltage of 5V. The device Q factor, with zero applied bias, was measured to
be 90 at a frequency of 2.4GHz. At maximum tuning the device Q factor was
measured as 25 at this frequency. This change in the observed Q was attributed to
stretching of the support tethers with applied bias that resulted in an increase in the
series resistance of the device.
Devices fabricated with a single air gap are reported in [42]-[49]. Tuning
capacitance range and the voltages are reported in Table 2.2. The theoretical
limitation in tunability of a two-plate system can be overcome by the redesign of the
top movable plate. The redesigns require additional process steps to define different
actuation and capacitance gap heights as described below.
2.1.1.1 Two gap capacitor
The most common design to overcome the pull-in limit of electrostatic gap
tuning capacitors is shown in Figure 2.7, with fixed bottom electrode (E2) and
actuation electrodes (E3). The movable beam electrode (El) has a larger gap height
to the actuation electrode (d:) than to the capacitance electrode (di). This design
extends the maximum deflection of the movable capacitance electrode from di/3 to
d2/3. This two-gap structure was first fabricated by Zou et al. [21] [50].

E,

E,

Figure 2.7. Schematic model of a two-gap tunable capacitor.
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Thermally evaporated gold is used as the material for the aetuation and
capacitance bottom electrodes with a 2|im thick electroplated Permalloy (nickel-iron
alloy) structural layer. To define the two-gap structure, two sacrificial layers of
thickness i.e., 1pm and 2pm were consecutively deposited and patterned. This
defined an actuation gap height of 3pm and a capacitance gap height of 2pm.

Figure 2.8. SEM image of a two-gap tunable capacitor [51]. © 2002 IEEE.

A SEM micrograph of the device is shown in Figure 2.8. For a device with a
capacitive area of 90x90pm" and an electrode ring width of 25pm, a base capacitance
of 32fT with a tuning range of 45-70% for an applied bias of 20V was achieved. The
device has a quality factor of 50 at IGHz and a self resonance frequency in excess of
lOGHz [51] .

Figure 2.9. Schematic ofplanar structure two-gap tunable capacitor.
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Other designs based on the two-gap process have been reported for devices in
the PolyMumps process with a base capacitance of 1.8pF and a tuning range of 70%
for an operating voltage of lOV [41]. Other two-gap structures compatible with a
CMOS process have also been reported with tuning ranges up to 100% [43][44]
[52]. An alternative approach to fabricating a two-gap variable capacitor is shown in
Figure 2.9. In this process the structural layer (El) is planar and the two-gap plate
electrode separation is formed by raising the capacitor bottom electrode (E2) from
the substrate while the actuation electrodes (E3) are on the substrate. This design has
the advantages of reduced warping due to process stresses and reduced stress
concentration in the structure during operation.
Tsang and co-workers [41] reported a planar two-gap structure with a
300x300jam“ device of measured base capacitance of 0.6pF. The device had a tuning
range of 433% at an applied bias of lOV. The device Q-factor ranged from 25-90 at
2.45GHz. The low Q-factor was mainly attributed to substrate losses and the high
sheet resistance of the polysilicon layers in the device.
Planar structure two-gap capacitors have been reported using material or
processes that are not compatible with CMOS fabrication. One device was fabricated
on a silicon substrate in the Tronic Microsystems process with gold electrodes and
structural layer [53]. To improve RF performance the substrate was removed under
the capacitance electrode using anisotropic dry etching. The device had a base
capacitance of 1.58pF with a tuning range of 125% for a voltage of 17.7V. The
measured Q factor is of 66 at 1 GHz, and 53 at 2 GHz.
Planar two-gap devices were also reported by Gallant et al. [54]. The devices
were fabricated on a silicon substrate with nickel or gold electrodes and structural
layer and a titanium sacrificial layer. The metals were deposited using e-beam
evaporation and electroplating with some bottom electrode topography being
reproduced in the upper structural layer. Base capacitances of 0.7pF and 1.5pF with
tuning ranges of 410% at 12V and 600% at 30V were reported for nickel and gold
structures.
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1.1.13 Multiple movable plate capacitor
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Figure 2.10. Schematic of a three plate MEMS capacitor [42][55]. © 1998 IEEE.

Dec and Suyama proposed a method of extending tuning range by using a
three-plate micromachined tunable capacitor as shown in Figure 2.10 [42][55]. The
device was fabricated in the PolyMUMPs process. The structure consists of three
layers of polysilicon, a centre plate suspended on tethers and top and bottom fixed
plates. The application of voltage between the lower fixed plate and the centre plate
reduces the capacitance from the centre plate to the top fixed plate and the
application of voltage between the upper fixed plate and the centre plate increases the
capacitance from the centre plate to the top fixed plate. In this way the capacitor with
an area of 400x400|am" had a base capacitance of 4.0pF. The minimum capacitance
measured was 3.4pF with a maximum capacitance of 6.4pF. This gave a tuning
range of 88% with voltages less than 4.4V. The measured Q was 16 at IGHz due to
the use of high resistivity polysilicon.

Figure 2.11. Two moveable plate parallel-plate capacitor [57] © 2006 IEEE.
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A MEMS variable capacitor with two movable plates was also reported by
Bakri-Kassem and Mansour [56]. The two plates can attract each other under an
electrostatic force which decreases the maximum distance before pull-in occurs. The
capacitor was constructed with a thin O.Tpm polysilicon movable bottom electrode,
which was covered by a thin silicon nitride layer for insulation. The top movable
layer was a 26|Lim thick nickel layer covered by a gold layer of thickness 2)am. At
release a trench was cut under the polysilicon layer so that both plates could deflect
under electrostatic actuation. The device, shown in Figure 2.11, had a base
capacitance of 4.6pF with a tuning range of 117% before the plates collapsed to each
other at a voltage of 21V. After pull-in, a further linear increase in capacitance was
observed up to a maximum value of 17.5pF at a voltage of 39V. The capacitance
increase after pull-in was attributed to the plates relaxing onto each other due to
increasing electrostatic force. This probably indicates that surface roughness was
preventing ideal contact between the plates at pull-in. An improved design exhibited
a tuning range of 470% [57].

2.2.3 Zip-up variable capacitors
As with all the electrostatic MEMS devices described above, the application
of an increasing voltage between a beam and fixed bottom electrode causes the beam
to bend downward and then collapse to the substrate due to the electrostatic pull-in
effect. For a fixed-fixed beam the first point of contact is the beam centre (beam tip
for a cantilever), but as additional voltage is applied the beam flattens and the beam
“zips” along the substrate towards the supports. This increases the area of the beam
that has been brought close to the bottom electrode, thus changing the device
capacitance.
Hung et al. reported a 2p,m thick polysilicon cantilever, fabricated in the
PolyMUMPS process, that can be progressively pulled down in a zipping motion
with the length of cantilever in contact with the bottom electrode increasing with
increasing voltage [58][59] (Figure 2.12).
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Increasing V

Figure 2.12. Principle of operation of the zip-up MEMS capacitor.

In the reported device the initial air-gap was 2|Lim and the air-gap in the down
position was 0.75p.m, To eliminate hysteresis, due to charge trapping on the surface
of dielectrics between the zipping and static plates in the down-state, the dielectric is
removed and replaced by an air gap defined by dimple spacers on the substrate. The
dimples also help reduce any other adhesion effects due to surface contact. A set of
eight cantilevers in parallel, each 400pm long and 90pm wide resulted in a base
capacitance of 0.55pF. A voltage of lOV was required to pull the cantilever tip down
to the substrate and the zipping action occurs between 20-35V with a total tuning
range of 80%. The measured tuning range in the zip-up actuation was only 33% from
an initial down-state capacitance of 0.75pF at a voltage of 20V. A high inductance in
the design (15-20nH) limited the operating frequency to around IGHz. There are two
novel aspects to this design; firstly, the shape of the capacitance-voltage
characteristic can be modified by appropriate design of the bottom drive electrode,
and secondly, dimple spacers are employed to avoid beam contact on a dielectric that
could result in dielectric charging and device performance drift.
A similar variable capacitor was described by Ketterl et al. where a 0.30.4pm thick oxide layer was used to separate the plates instead of dimples [60]. The
cantilever, 700pm long and 150pm wide, was fabricated from a 1.2pm thick
aluminium layer with an initial air-gap of 3pm. A voltage of 17V was required to
bring the tip into contact with the substrate and this resulted in a capacitance of
0.38pF. A maximum capacitance of 0.46pF was reported for an applied voltage of
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40V. In the down-state the eapacitor is a standard metal-insulator-metal design with a
Q of 30 at 4GHz.

Figure 2.13. Two-phase S-shoped varactor [6FJ.

A two-phase S-shaped aetuator, based on the zip-up prineiple, was reported
by Shakhray [61]. The movable plate eonsisted of two funetional parts: the starter
membrane and the working membrane. Below them the eorresponding electrodes
were situated - the starter electrode and the working electrode. In the first actuation
phase, the starter membrane was attracted by the starter electrodes into the pull-down
position. The actuated starter membrane brought the end of the working membrane
into contact with the working electrode. As a result, the working electrode obtained
an S-shape and its capacitance could be tuned by applying voltage to the working
electrode. A SEM micrograph of the device is shown in Figure 2.13. A base
capacitance of 2.7pF with a tuning range of 329% for an applied AC voltage of 20V
was reported. The two-phase operation of this device is similar to the principle of
operation of the hill-shaped zip up capacitor described in Chapter 3 of this thesis.
The operation of zip-up actuators has led to interest in developing
electrostatic curved electrode actuators [62] [63]. Zip-up has been investigated where
the contact surface is not flat but has a well-defined curvature. Analysis and
measurements of electrostatic actuation of a laterally compliant cantilever beam with
a fixed curved electrode, fabricated by reactive ion etching, predict stable actuator
behaviour when the beam deflection becomes constrained by the curved electrode
geometry before electrostatic pull-in can occur. Stable behaviour with relatively large
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displacements and forces could therefore be generated by these curved electrode
actuators,

2.3 RF MEMS Capacitors library
The characteristics of capacitive (metal insulator metal) and resistive (metal
to metal) switches in terms of capacitance ratio, actuation voltage, insertion losses
and Isolation are summarized with reference to published results from universities
and companies are in Table 2.1. In Table 2.2, the state of the art regarding MEMS
tunable capacitors is presented. A comprehensive review of published devices has
been undertaken. From this review electrostatic gap tuning capacitors appear to be
most promising because they are CMOS compatible, require less area than area
tuning devices and require less power than electro thermal devices. The theoretical
tuning-range limitation of electrostatic gap-tuning devices due to the pull-in effect
can be overcome using two-gap devices, multiple movable plates or zip-up contact
mode capacitors.
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2.4 Summary and conclusions
In this chapter, the fundamentals of MEMS surface micromachining and the
principle of operation of MEMS capacitors have been presented. It is clear that RF
MEMS switched and tunable capacitors offer many advantages over their semiconductor
counterparts, including increased Isolation, Q factor, higher tuning range, better linearity
and lower cost. The demand for improvements in the figures of merit arises from the
requirement to develop multiband RF transceivers for multiband, multimode
functionality. A comprehensive review of published devices has been undertaken and a
capacitor library is presented. From this review electrostatic gap tuning capacitors
appear to be most promising because they are CMOS compatible, require less area than
area-tuning devices and require less power than electrothermal devices.
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Chapter 3:
3

Design and Characterisation of RF MEMS Capacitors
This chapter presents the design, fabrication and characterisation of CMOS

compatible electrostatically actuated gap tuning MEMS switchable and tunable
capacitors. The mechanical and simulated performances of the devices are presented.
The first device is a curled cantilever capacitive switch with a high air gap, configured in
both shunt and series configuration. The capaeitance of capacitive switches is limited to
two states, ON and OFF due to pull-in effect. The second device, referred to as a Hill
shaped Zip-up Capacitor (HZC), is a novel fixed beam structure with central support
tethers added perpendicular to the beam centre and drive electrodes near the beam
anchor to avoid the pull-in effect. The capacitance of the central area is tuned by varying
the voltage between the top beam and the central electrode. This device has the potential
to offer significant advantages over existing structures because it has a large base
capacitance and tuning range and does not have a pull-in instability in its operation.

3.1 Cantilever capacitive shunt and series switches
MEMS capacitive switches can be categorised by the circuit configuration on the
transmission line - series and shunt eonfiguration. Capaeitive switches use the
movement of a mechanical component to place a variable capacitance in the path of a
RF transmission line, thereby either blocking or enabling transmission of a signal along
that line [22]. The cantilever capacitive switch is fixed at one end and the free end hangs
over the transmission line.
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3.1.1

Principle of Operation
RF MEMS capacitive switches are integrated in a coplanar waveguide

(CPW) transmission line topology. Typical capacitive shunt and series switches on
coplanar waveguides in plan view and cross section view are shown in Figure 3.1.
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(a) Capacitive shunt switch (section A A)

(b) Capacitive series switch (section BB)

Figure 3.1. The plan and cross section view of (a) capacitive shunt switch and (b) capacitive series switch

The shunt switch is suspended at the gap of 'go ’ over S (signal) line and anchored
to G (ground) line of the transmission line. The dielectric layer above the signal line is of
thickness 7/. The switch is 'V pm long, 'W’ pm wide and has thickness of ff. The
width of the transmission signal is 'w’ pm as shown in Figure 3.1(a). The series switch
geometry is the same as that of shunt switch with a gap existing in the signal line. The
switch is anchored on the S line, as one side of the gap in the line and suspended over
the gap and other side of the S line. The top and cross section view of cantilever
capacitive series switch is shown in Figure 3.1 (b).
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During the operation of a shunt switch, an RF signal and DC bias voltage are
superimposed and applied to the signal line input port. In the shunt switch ‘ON’ state,
the DC bias is zero, the beam remains up and the capacitance of the switch is low (of the
order of 1-lOOfF), allowing the RF signal to pass to the output port unimpeded
(translates to high impedance path to ground through the beam). Increasing the DC bias
voltage causes the beam to pull down onto the dielectric due to the electrostatic force
between the beam and transmission line. This substantially increases the capacitance,
shorting the RF signal to ground, and turning the switch ‘OFF’. Removal of the DC bias
allows the structure to return to its original position because of the mechanical restoring
forces exerted by the beam anchors.

The ideal shunt switch should result in zero

Insertion loss with no bias voltage applied (Up-state position) and infinite Isolation with
increasing bias voltage (Down-state position). A simplified circuit diagram for the shunt
switch is shown in Figure 3.2(a).

X

T
Cu.Cd

Cu,Cd

(b)

(a)

Figure 3.2. Simple circuit representation of capacitive (a) shunt switch and (h) series switch

In the case of a series switch, the DC actuation voltage is applied between the
two sections of the signal line while the RF signal is applied between the signal and
ground lines. When the DC actuation voltage is zero, the MEMS series switch places a
low capacitance in the path of the incoming signal resulting in a small RF signal at the
output. Increasing the DC actuation voltage causes the beam to pull down on the
dielectric over the Signal line metal which places a large capacitance in the path of the
incoming signal resulting in a large RF signal at the output port. Ideal series switches
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have infinite Isolation in Up-state position and have zero Insertion loss in the Down state
position. The circuit representation of a series switch is shown in Figure 3.2(b).

3.1.2

Design of switches

The CMOS compatible, single layer cantilever switches described in this thesis
use thin film residual stress gradient to deflect the switch cantilever to achieve a high air
gap, despite the use of a relatively thin sacrificial layer in the fabrication process. It is
desirable to construct large air gap switches that have a low Up state capacitance and a
correspondingly low insertion loss. Since the electrostatic force exerted on the switch is
inversely dependent on the square of the air gap, increased gaps lead to increased
actuation voltages. This is undesirable for many reasons, not least of which are
reliability and integration issues. The solution to the problem may lie in the use of low
spring constant cantilever switches that use internal film stresses and stress gradients to
bend out of plane after the sacrificial layer removal. The high air gap reduces Insertion
losses, and the low spring constant of the structure keeps actuation voltages sufficiently
low. This concept has been demonstrated in RF switches by several groups, including
Lincoln Laboratories!81 j, Fraunhofer lnstitute[82J, National Taiwan University [83][84]
and the Stockholm Royal Institute of Technology[85]. Most of these designs require
additional processing using composite layers and sacrificial layer modifications, thereby
increasing process complexity and cost. The cantilever capacitive switches presented in
this thesis are designed and characterized in Tyndall Institute [96]. The design is
explained for the complete description of capacitive switches. This thesis works on RF
simulations with a novel modelling technique and is analyzed for these switches.
The designed capacitive switch exploits the inherent stress gradient in the
structural metal layer to achieve high air gaps, despite the use of a relatively thin (3pm)
sacrificial layer in the fabrication process. It is commonly found that the stress in a thin
film is not uniform, but varies through the thickness of the film.
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This stress gradient, o (z), results in a turning moment, M, that bends cantilever
beams into a shape related to the moment as.
//2

M = I wza{z)dz ==

El
p{l-u)

-tH

(3.1)

where E and v are the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the structural
material, respectively, and L, w and t are the length, width and thickness of the beam
respectively [85] [88]. I = wd/12 is the moment of inertia of the beam and p is the radius
of curvature of the deformed structure. For narrow beams (i.e. L»w, t) and small
deflections, the approximation
p = E 125

(3.2)

Where 5 is the tip deflection of the beam tip. The stress gradient in the metal film
can be estimated by measuring the tip deflection, 5, of simple cantilever beams and
using the formula.
d(j

IE

dz

(1 - v)l}

5

(3.3)

This approximation assumes a linear stress gradient, and it is more likely that the
stress varies in a non-linear manner through the film. However, it provides a useful
method of assessing the effects of mechanical properties on device performance. For
wider beams, where the beam length is comparable to its width, biaxial stress is nonnegligible and a non-negligible turning moment across the beam width quickly becomes
evident. Simulations using CoventorWare’s MemMech solver [89] were used to analyse
the effects of biaxial stress and stress gradient in wide beams, and a first design iteration
is shown in Figure 3.3, where the 350pm x 200pm x 1pm aluminium cantilever displays
unwanted bending across the width of the beam.
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k.

Figure 3.3. Simulations using Coventorware (stress gradient SlMPa/fxm and biaxial stress 35MPa)
indicate that the presence of a stress gradient causes unwanted transverse distortion as well as a severe
reduction in the desired longitudinal deflection. The switch measures 350pm x 200pm x I pm.

The metal has a tensile stress of approximately 3 5MPa (determined from blanket
film tests and the Stoney formula [90]), and a stress gradient of 51 MPa/pm. The tip
deflection is also much less than expected (8.5pm compared with 30pm in a narrow
beam of the same length), due to the interaction between the orthogonal bending
moments in the x- and y'-directions and the constraints at the beam anchor. The impact
becomes more pronounced as beam width increases. To avoid this, a number of 2pm
wide slots were incorporated in the structure.

k.

.

b

jy -

I
.'t1

Figure 3.4. Coventor simulation of a cantilever switch incorporating 2pm wide stress release slots. This
modification eliminates transverse bending and increases tip deflection.
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The device now acts as a series of narrow beams with a uniaxial stress gradient
rather than a plate with a biaxial stress gradient. The slots also aid in removal of the
sacrificial layer. To ensure uniform movement of the switch, the beams were linked
using 5pm tethers at regular intervals. Figure 3.4 illustrates the effects of the design
refinements, the transverse bending has been eliminated and the tip deflection has
increased to almost 30pm. The final dimension of the capacitive shunt switch described
in this thesis is of 350pm long, 200pm wide with a thickness of 1pm. This structure
consisting of 10 cantilever beams, each 18pm wide and separated by a series of 2pm
slots. The switch is placed over a 700pm long and a width of 110/200/110 G/S/G
transmission line.
A lot of modifications was done in the fabrication of the cantilever series switch
to reduce the out of plane deflection and surface roughness. The cantilever series switch
is comprised of a 260pm long 100pm wide and 1pm thick aluminium beam suspended
on a signal line with a gap of 100pm. The CPW line is of 65/100/65 G/S/G and is
610pm long on a silicon substrate.

3.2 Characterisation and Measurements
The process characterisation of capacitive switches was performed by the
deflection and electrostatic pull-in measurements. The fabricated switches were
inspected under an optical microscope and SEM. A white light interferometer was used
for the deflection measurements. Electrostatic pull in measurements were done by
applying a DC bias voltage to the switches to characterise actuation voltage and
capacitance values.

3.2.1 Deflection measurements
White-light interferometer surface profiling was adopted for device inspection
and MEMS measurements, including geometrical and material property analysis [91].
The device using a 3-dimentional interferometer allows geometrical analysis of the
device flatness, deflection profile, air gap spacing and supporting anchor profile after
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release and also in extraction of thin film material properties (in particular, residual
stress, stress gradient and Young’s modulus).
The deflection measurements are illustrated for the test structures called Stress
Gradient Beam (SGB). The SGB structures are designed to investigate two properties of
Tyndall METOX process. The combined effect of stress gradient and residual stress on
beam deflection and the effect of stress concentration in device tethers are analysed. The
two devices considered here are SGB3 and SGB6 which differ in the type and width of
the beam tether.

455

Figure 3.5. Layout ofSGBS device with meander tether of I/.im width and SGB6 has straight
tether with 3 jam width and both of lOfam length.

The beams are fabricated from a 1pm thick cold sputtered aluminium film and
the layout of SGB measured structures are shown in Figure 3.5. The SGB devices have a
beam length of 455 pm from beam anchor to beam tether. The beams have an initial
width of 40pm and taper over the last 100pm of their length from this width to the width
of the restraining tether. Both test structures considered have total tether length of 10pm,
where SGB3 device has meander tether of width 1pm and SGB6 has straight tether of
3 pm width.
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Figure 3.6. Interferometry profile of the Stress gradient beam test structures, of length 455jam
from beam anchor to beam tether (a) SGB3 has a meander tether of 1pm width, (b) SGB6 has straight
tether with 3pm width

Interferometer measurements of the SGB test structures in MultiMEMS wafer
F-3251-5 are evaluated by measuring the profile of released beams. Figure 3.6 shows the
interferometer profiles of the stress gradient beam test structures SGB3 and SGB6. It
was expected and that design of the beam tether has an influence on deformation of the
MFMS devices. The beam deflection analysis indicates that the beams with more
flexible tethers, SGB3 deflect the centre portion of the beam towards the substrate while
SGB6 with the more rigid tether has the beam centre deflected upwards. The significant
differences in the bending shape of the beam are observed through interferometer after
removing the sacrificial layer.

Figure 3.7. SEM image of the post-release switch, showing the out-of-plane deflection due to stress
gradient in the metal film.
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In case of cantilever capacitive switches the internal stress gradient in the
aluminium structural layer deflects the switch cantilever to achieve a high air gap,
despite the use of a relatively thin sacrificial layer in the fabrication process. A stress
gradient through the cantilever thickness results in a turning moment about the beam
anchor. This results in an out of plane deflection of the cantilever than can be seen in the
scanning electron microscope image of the fabricated switch in Figure 3.7. The switch is
observed under optical microscope and the deflection is measured from the anchor to the
tip of the cantilever.

U)
Deflection Measurements

(b)
Figure 3.8(a). 3D Interferometry image of the released cantilever, (b) The surface profile of the cantilever
with the tip deflection of 30.7pm, and 10.1 pm for shunt and series switch for a stress gradient of
51 MPa/pm.
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Interferometry surface profiles of the switches taken using a Zygo NewView
5022 and are shown in Figure 3.8(a). The measured tip deflection of both series and
shunt switches are shown in Figure 3.8(b). The measured shunt switch deflection is of
30.7pm, which agrees well with the simulated deflection of 28.5pm. The slight offset is
most likely due to the effects of the beam anchor and errors in the assumption that the
stress gradient is linear across the metal thickness. Using Equation 3.3, the stress
gradient was found to be 51MPa/pm from the measured tip deflection for 1pm thick
aluminium film and this value has been used in the following design simulations. For the
cantilever series switch the tip deflection measured is 10.1pm. The shape of the released
devices agrees well with simulations, and little or no transverse warping is observed (the
200pm wide beam tip exhibits bowing of less than 0.5pm).

3.2.2 Electrostatic Pull-in measurements
Electrostatic characterisation was performed using capacitance voltage (C-V)
measurements. C-V measurements were performed using the set-up shown in Figure 3.9.

Power Supply

I* «

f:

1.

I.Lk Meter

L

AC Excitation

HP 16048D Cable
Probe Station

DC Bias

Figure 3.9. Computer controlled capacitance-voltage measurement set-up for Capacitance
characterisation. (Images courtesy of Keithley Instruments Inc. and Agilent Inc.).

A Keithley 237 high-voltage power supply was used to provide the DC bias to
the chosen bottom electrode. The beam was connected to the negative (Gnd.) of the
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power supply. A HP4275A LCR meter (capable of accepting an external DC bias of
±200V) is used to supply an AC excitation to the device (set at 50mV, lOOkHz) to
measure device impedance and extract the tuned capacitance of the structure under test.
A shielded HP16048D cable is used to connect the HP4275A to the probe station and
probes. All measurements are made with the probe station shielded and in a blackout
enclosure. The system is controlled using a PC and HP-VEE software through an IEEE
488 interface. The user can set the voltage start/stop values, sweep rate, and record
sample identification information such as wafer number and beam dimensions. At the
end of every measurement, the data was recorded in an ASCII text file.
The measurements were done using a probe station and the set up shown in
Figure 3.9. The actuation voltage (variously known as switching voltage, pull-in
voltage) of the capacitive cantilever switch structures are measured with applying DC
bias voltage to the beam and fixed bottom electrode. Increase in DC bias voltage creates
an attractive electrostatic force between beam and the bottom electrode. At a certain
voltage, the downward electrostatic force is no longer balanced by the elastic restoring
force provided by the beam anchors. The structure thus becomes mechanically unstable,
and spontaneously collapses or 'pulls-in' to the bottom electrode, leading to a sharp
increase in capacitance therefore decrease in gap height.

Figure 3.10. Capacitance-voltage curve of cantilever switch, shown as an example where pull-in voltage
at 16.5V
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The DC bias has been swept from 0-20V with steps of 0.5V. The tested
cantilever switch structure of 300pm length and 200pm width is unstable at 16.5Vand
has Up and Down capacitance of 190fF and 1.7pF respectively, as shown in Figure 3.10.
In order to achieve a good metal-to-insulator contact, the bias voltage is always higher
than the switching voltage by a factor of about 1.2-1.5. The cantilever shunt and series
switch structures considered in this work have a pull-in voltage of 24V and 35V
respectively. The parallel plate approximation of Up and Down state capacitance of the
MEMS capacitors are explained below.

Up state capacitance
The parallel-plate capacitance of the device, C, is usually estimated by SoA/g,
where A is the area of the common switch electrode interface and 8o is the permittivity of
free space. The parallel plate Up state capacitance of the MEMS shunt capacitive switch
is given by,
a

C;)/J

V

,

tcJ

<^0 + —
£r

(3.4)

In practice, fringing field capacitance of the MEMS capacitors is a substantial
portion of the total up state capacitance. It is seen that the fringing capacitance of the
parallel plate capacitor, depends on beam width and length and on gap height [22].
The fixed beam structures with the device widths as a function of varying gap
heights has been investigated and an equation is derived from the model to determine the
contribution of fringing capacitance to total Up state capacitance [95]. Equation 3.5 is
used to determine the total Up state capacitance with the combination of parallel plate
capacitance and fringing capacitance.
(3.5)
K, =4.13x10^

+0.0032

(3.6)

Where Cpp, go, b and Kj are the parallel plate capacitance, air-gap height,
electrode width, and fringing factor respectively. The fringing factor can be calculated
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for different air gap height. Using Equation 3.6 the fringing factor for 40pm wide beams
with a gap of 1.5pm is estimated to be 0.06515.
Down state capacitance
The capacitance in the down-state position of MEMS capacitors can be
calculated by using the formula,
£r

A

U/ = -------------

(3.7)
The down state capacitance depends on the area of contact and the dielectric
thickness. In the case of the down state position of the switch, the fringing field
capacitance can be neglected as the thickness of the dielectric is small. The measured
down state capacitance of the capacitors are approximately 10% of the theoretical
contact capacitance. This large difference is attributed due to ‘hillocks’ present on the
lower Al/l%Si electrode.

Figure 3.11. SEM microphotograph of the lower electrode contact surface showing hillocks with a typical
maximum height of 0.5pm.

The SEM image of the lower contact surface is shown in Figure 3.11. The
formation of hillocks is due to the relaxation of thermally induced compressive stresses
by grain boundary sliding [92] [93]. These stresses result from the processing of thin
films and substrates with different coefficients of thermal expansion, and hillock
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formation generally occurs in A1 films at about 200°C [94]. In this process, the Al/l%Si
film is subjected to temperatures of 220‘^C during resist stripping, 400®C during
polyimide cure and 300®C during dielectric deposition; these are clearly in excess of the
temperatures at which hillocks are formed.

1450

-

Figure 3.12. Surface profile of a switch under varying actuation voltages. The decrease in residual airgap
as the structural layer deforms around randomly scattered hillocks clearly visible as the bias voltage is
increased.

The presence of hillocks creates an unwanted air gap between the capacitive
electrodes after pull-in, thereby degrading the down-state capacitance and isolation, and
also creates localized extremities around which the switch can deform and flex as
increasing levels of electrostatic force are applied. This effect results in an increase in
switch capacitance with bias voltage after pull-in. Figure 3.12 illustrates a series of
surface profiles taken along the y-axis at the end of a switch at varying bias voltages;
the decrease in air gap is evident, as are randomly scattered hillocks of varying sizes.
The profile height is made up of a 1000 nm thick structural layer and a 140 nm thick
passivation oxide; the remaining height is the residual air gap due to the presence of
hillocks. This averages 240 nm at pull-in (24V) in case of shunt switch.
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It has previously been shown [95] that the contribution of this residual air gap to
the measured capacitance may be accurately modelled by fitting a series air-gap
capacitance and dielectric capacitance to measured data and is given by.

1

C

C

1

C
td

+

1

C
(3.8)

a

A

Where A, Sr, 8o, td and ta are the switch contact area, relative permittivity of the
dielectric, permittivity of air, dielectric thickness and average air-gap thickness
respectively. Equation 3.8 is used to estimate the total Down state capacitance.

3.3 Hill-shaped Zip-up Capacitor (HZC)
The Hill-shaped Zip up capacitor is a new patented novel continuously tunable
capacitor from Tyndall MEMS group. It consists of a fixed beam structure that has
central support tethers added perpendicular to the beam centre.

Figure 3.13. SEM image of Hill shape zip up capacitor
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The capacitance of the capacitor is made continuously tunable by splitting the
bottom electrodes to avoid pull in effect. A SEM image of the hill-shape beam placed on
a CPW can be seen in Figure 3.13. The ends of the beam are deflected to the substrate
by applying a voltage to the outer actuation electrodes (drive), located near the beam
anchor. This results in a hill-shaped beam over the centre electrode. The capacitance of
this central area can be tuned by varying the voltage between the beam and the central
drive electrode, which are the tuned capacitor plates. This device has the potential to
offer significant advantages over existing structures because it has a large base
capacitance and tuning range and does not have a pull-in instability in its operation. The
HZC has the advantages of high stable tuning range, high quality factor, and high base
capacitance with low tuning voltage, low harmonic distortion, as the device inertia
prevents it from responding to RF frequencies and low sensitivity to residual stress and
temperature. The inherent switched operation of HZC allows for operation in arrays for
application in reconfigurable impedance matching networks.
3.3.1

Principle of operation

The principle of operation of the HZC is based on the area of contact between the
movable top beam and the dielectric layer which separates it from the fixed electrode. It
operates a similar principle to the two-phase S-shaped varactor [61].

Outer actuation electrodes

Tuned capacitor plates

Figure 3.14. Hill shape beam at centre with the actuation of drive electrodes

In the first step of operation, as a two-phase tunable capacitor, a DC voltage in
excess of the pull-in voltage is applied to the outer actuation (drive) electrode. The
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resultant electrostatic force causes the beam to pull-in over that electrode. When the
beam is pulled down over the actuation electrode the tethers perpendicular to the beam
restrain the centre of the beam from deflecting to contact the bottom surface resulting in
a “hill-shaped” beam as shown in Figure 3.14.
In the second step of operation, as a two-phase tunable capacitor, a tuning
voltage is applied between the centre electrode and the beam to deflect the hill-shaped
centre region of the beam on the dielectric above bottom electrode. This causes an
increase in the device capacitance. As the tuning voltage between the electrodes is
increased the beam is continuously pulled to the substrate in a zipping motion. The HZC
was simulated in the previous work [95] using the Coventor FEM simulation Co-Solve
software to verify the device design and to determine the voltages required for pull-in to
the hill-shape, the centre capacitance tuning range and voltage, and the effect of residual
stress on device operation.
3.3.2 Device design and actuation
The design of the HZC is similar to the parallel plate capacitor with both ends
fixed but the bottom electrode is divided into three sections. The cross view of the hill
shape capacitor on coplanar waveguide with different actuation states is shown in Figure
3.15.
L
Up State

The structure consists of a suspended top beam of length ‘L’, thickness ‘t‘
suspended with an air gap height ‘g’ above the bottom electrodes. The bottom electrodes
are one centre electrode of width 'W and two drive electrodes near the anchor. The
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bottom centre electrode is also the signal line of the eoplanar waveguide. The centre
eleetrode and movable plate form a tunable capacitor, while the outer electrodes (called
drive electrodes) are configured in pairs near to the anchor. The drive electrodes are used
to provide the electrostatic force needed to tune the capacitance, ‘Cc’ between top and
centre electrode by avoiding pull in effect.

(a)

Figure 3.16. (a) Hill-shaped beam without any voltage remains Up state (b) Hill-shaped beam after
actuation with outer drive electrode while the centre is supported by the tethers, (c) The beam is deflected
into contact with the dielectric at Down state.

The simulated HZC showing different colours depending on the deflection
towards bottom electrode with sufficient drive voltage ean be shown in Figure 3.16.
Without any bias voltage the capaeitor remains undefleeted which is called as Up state
and is shown in Figure 3.16(a). By applying the drive actuation voltage Vd, which
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exceeds the pull in voltage, outer portions of the beam get deflected towards the bottom
drive electrode. It can be seen in Figure 3.16(b), the tethers at the centre of the top
electrode hold the centre portion of the beam when Vd exceeds the pull-in contact, the
structure looks like hill shape at the centre. The capacitance from hill shape of the top
electrode to centre bottom electrode can be tuned by applying voltage Vc. At the down
state the hill shape of the top beam is completely snapped on the dielectric layer above
the centre bottom electrode with a high down state capacitance as shown in Figure
3.16(c).
The dimensions of the structure are: 840pm and 40pm top plate length and
width, 200pm and 2x95pm are centre and outer electrodes length, respectively. The
tethers are located at the beam centre and are of length 65pm and with width of 5 pm.
The beam thickness, air-gap and slots between the bottom electrodes are 1pm, 2pm and
2pm respectively. Inclusion of the dielectric layer in the simulation model results in an
order of magnitude increase in simulation time so the dielectric layer was omitted from
the model. A contact plane was defined at a height of 0.2pm above the top of the lower
electrodes to represent the top of the dielectric with nominal 0.2pm thickness. The lower
electrodes are mechanically fixed and the upper electrode is fixed at the honeycomb
anchors.

Figure 3.17. Simulated hill-shaped beam displacement profde with the actuation of drive electrode andfor
centre voltages varying from OV to 7V.
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Coventorware simulation results of the HZC top beam displacement with respect
to length of the beam is shown in Figure 3.17. The drive voltage is set to 80V for the
device to get a hill-shape top electrode and the centre tuning voltage ranges from OV to
7V. Only the centre portion of the beam is varying with gap with the tuning voltage in
which the tuned capacitance is measured. The device considered in this work is unstable
between 6 to 7V, the largest change in beam deflection occurs for the voltage step at 7V
and can be seen in Figure 3.17. At 7V the beam is fully in down state over dielectric
resulting in the maximum change in device capacitance.

3.3.3 Characterisation of HZC

The hill-shaped capacitors were tested with the interferometer to verify the
flatness of the beam before actuation and the hill shape deflection by applying drive
voltage. The capacitance-voltage (C-V) measurements are also done to characterise
capacitance, pull-in voltage and tuning range of capacitor. The measurement results are
analysed by comparing with the Coventorware simulation results.
3.3.3.1

Hill Shape measurements

The capacitor beam is placed under the interferometer with an external power
supply for the drive actuation. The flatness of the beam is verified without any drive
voltage and is shown in Figure 3.18.
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Figure 3.18. HZC beam without the drive voltage
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The drive voltage is increased carefully to check the hill shape of the beam, and
the profile after drive electrode actuation has been measured. A 3D surface plot of a
beam with 40V applied to the drive electrode and OV applied to the centre electrode is
shown in Figure 3.19. The figure clearly demonstrates the hill-shaped behaviour of the
beam after actuation with enough voltage on the outer electrode.

Figure 3.19. A 3-D surface plot of a hill-shaped beam with an actuation voltage of 40 V on the drive
electrode and OV on the centre electrode.

Beam Length (pm)

Figure 3.20. Measured interferometer profde of a hill-shaped beam with actuation on the drive electrode
of 40V and OV on the centre electrode

The measured hill shape beam profile from the interferometer is shown in Figure
3.20. The device shape is not as clearly defined as that presented in the simulations and
this is attributed to non-ideal surface contact in the measured data which is not included
in the simulations. The contact surface also appears to cause non-uniform deformation in
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the contact portion of the beam. This indicates rough surface contact and this is
explained in the switch characterisation.
3.3.3.2 Capacitance measurements
The hill-shaped zip-up capacitor was fabricated in the standard METOX process
with a 2pm air-gap and a 1pm thick aluminium structural layer. The two-dimensional
layout masks used during the fabrication process and unreleased fabricated devices are
shown in Figure 3.21.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.21. Hill-shaped capacitor on waveguide (a) Layout (b) Unreleasedfabricated device

C-V measurements were made using the set-up shown in Figure 3.9. The set-up
is similar to the set-up for the capacitive switches with the addition of a Keithley 238
power supply to provide the DC bias to the chosen actuation (drive) electrode. All
measurements were made with the probe station shielded and in a blackout enclosure.
The system was controlled using a PC and HP-VEE software through an IEEE 488
interface. The user has the possibility of independently setting the actuation and tuning
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voltage and the sequence and sweep parameters for applying the voltages to the
electrodes.

Figure 3.22. HZC two phase capacitance measurements

The voltage required to actuate the device into the hill-shaped profile were
measured from the drive electrodes. In the first phase of electrostatic C-V
measurements, the drive voltage is applied from 0-40V with 0.5V steps. The capacitance
without the drive and tuning voltage is noted as Up state capacitance. The measurement
determined by the actuation of drive electrode needs 30V of pull-in voltage and is shown
in Phase 1 of Figure 3.22. The sufficient drive voltage for the actuation of the hill shape
beam is applied to the drive electrode. By setting the drive voltage to 40V, the tuning
DC bias voltage is applied to the centre bottom electrode and the capacitance tuning is
measured. The device tuning range is measured from OV, as the initial contact point
which is called as Base capacitance. The voltage on the centre electrode is swept from
OV to lOV to cover the full tuning range of the device as shown in Phase2 of Figure
3.22. For the voltage step between 6V to 7V, the device results the maximum change in
capacitance. The maximum measured tuning range for HZC device is of the order of
124% at the tuning voltage of 7V. From the data shown in Figure 3.22 the measured
down-state capacitance is 0.26pF at lOV compared to a predicted value of 1.27pF.
The low tuning range is due to the non ideal contact between the hill shape beam
and bottom electrode. The non ideal contact is due to the surface roughness on the
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bottom electrode. The measured capacitance tuning range is less than 10% of the
predicted tuning range. This is a result of a low measured capacitance in the down-state
compared to the theoretical predicted value.

3.4

Summary and Conclusions
The design and the principle of operation of CMOS compatible, surface

micromachined MEMS capacitive cantilever switches and a novel Hill shape Zip-up
tunable capacitors was presented in this chapter. It also described the characterisation of
capacitive switches and HZC capacitors.
The capacitance of capacitive switches is limited to two states due to pull-in. The
designed cantilever capacitive switches has taken an advantage of the residual stress
gradient in the switch thin film material to deflect the switch away from the substrate,
resulting in a curved profile with a higher effective air gap than the sacrificial layer
thickness. It is desirable to construct large air gap switches that have a low Up-state
capacitance and a correspondingly low loss. However, since the electrostatic force
exerted on the switch is inversely dependent on the square of the air gap, increased gaps
lead to significantly increased actuation voltages. This is undesirable for many reasons,
not least of which are integration and reliability issues.
The HZC device is a novel mechanical structure in which lateral tethers are used
in conjunction with drive electrodes near the beam anchors so that the beam can be
actuated into a hill shaped profile before capacitance tuning. The device also has a high
tuning range and does not have any pull-in instability as the tuning voltage is increased.
This overcomes a major limitation of most gap tuning MEMS capacitors where the main
region of capacitance variation is at voltage near the pull-in instability.
Low capacitance in the Down state has also been observed in both capacitive
switches and tunable capacitors. The difference between the calculated and measured
capacitances is most likely due to the non-uniform bending of the beam due to surface
roughness and beam non uniformity. The surface roughness is approximated by the
average air gap between top beam and bottom electrode and is modelled in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4:
4

RF Modelling and Simulations
The design, characterization and behavior of the MEMS devices can be predicted

by the advanced methods available from software simulation tools. In order to perform
a system level simulation of RF MEMS capacitors, it is necessary to investigate the
mechanical and electromagnetic properties. Microwave simulation tools generally
approximate the MEMS switch as a plate, beam or membrane in the horizontal plane.
While this rather simplistic approach is accurate for simple planar structures, it does not
take into account the deflections generated by stress, stress gradient, actuation
mechanisms such as thermal or electrostatic force, or underlying surface topology. It is
clearly not an accurate representation of non planar designs such as the cantilever
switch, which is modelled in this chapter where large deviations from the horizontal
plane may occur.
Previous reported simulations of the RF performance of MEMS switches have
shown good results for planar realisations of switch components [97]-[99] but these do
not include accurate profiles of the beam or the characterised effective surface roughness
at the capacitor contact. A recent product from Intellisense [100] combines both MEMS
and RF design but its environment is unfamiliar to RF designers. It is known that the
available commercial software tool doesn’t have the possibility to export the deformed
structure from mechanical analysis to electromagnetic analysis. A novel integrated
modelling technique developed in this work is simple and accurate for modelling of
MEMS structures for a high level of integration.
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4.1

Modelling of MEMS Capacitors
The steps to be verified in implementing MEMS switched/tunable capacitor

within

a

system

include

process

technology,

electromechanical

modelling,

electromagnetic behaviour and system-level performances [101].

Figure 4.1. Design flow of MEMS capacitor modelling

The design flow of modelling of RF MEMS is shown in Figure 4.1. Considering
the RF MEMS capacitors system-level specifications (Losses, Isolation, Power handling,
Impedance, Frequency, capacitance ratio and Q) for the specific application, the MEMS
structure is designed. MEMS design starts with the two-dimensional (2D) layout and
subsequent addition of parts based on the fabrication process to generate a 3D model
using Coventorware designer [89]. Meshed solid models for physical analysis can
automatically be created from 2D layouts. With accurate dimensions and the fabrication
process flow, the structure is analysed for mechanical optimization in finite element
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analysis in Analyzer.

The finite element simulation will help in extracting the

mechanical (dynamics, residual stress, deflection) and electrical (capacitance, actuation
voltage) behaviour of the MEMS structures. In addition the material property of test
structures such as Young’s modulus, stress gradient, fracture strength, electrical
conductivity, dielectric permittivity, thermal coefficient of expansion and stiction can be
extracted.
The designed MEMS structure is subsequently modelled in an electromagnetic
simulator. The electromagnetic modelling of MEMS involves the RF analysis of the
structure using a 3D full wave solver tool. It begins by transferring/creating the solid
model developed in the mechanical simulation tool into the EM tool and proceeds with
the definition of its constituent materials and boundary conditions. The analysis yields
RF characteristics in terms of scattering parameters (Insertion loss. Isolation, Quality
factor, resonant frequency) and field distributions (current density). An equivalent
lumped element model of the RF MEMS capacitor is built and fitted to the measured
characteristics and to extract the resistive, inductive, and capacitive (RFC) values. The
calculated, extracted and experimentally characterised values are compared and verified.
The structure is redesigned and modelled in multidomain simulators to meet the
specifications of the system level target application. A novel integrated modelling
method is demonstrated with the simulations of curved/non-planar structures.
Electromechanical modelling is done in Coventorware and electromagnetic modelling
by CST for this work.

4.2

Integrated Modelling
MEMS structures for RF modelling need to be designed with a high degree of

precision. This in turn requires accurate electrical and mechanical modelling and
simulations. Integrated modelling describes a method of integrating/combining
electromechanical and RF simulations [102]. This allows the device designer to optimize
both the mechanical and RF performance of the device and enables RF system designers
to include device S-parameters in system simulations.
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Figure 4.2. Process flow of Integrated Modelling and simulation

The integrated modelling method is developed to allow the construction of 3D
actuated geometries of MEMS devices, from electromechanical modelling results as
input to 3D electromagnetic simulation software. The process flow for integrated
modelling is shown in Figure 4.2. This method is used to combine MEMS mechanical
and RF design and simulation. The mechanical modelling of the capacitive MEMS
structures is performed in the Coventorware Analyser software. The simulated profile of
the device in both up and down states is exported in 2D format. This 2D data is imported
in spline format into CST Microwave Studio [103]. Measured interferometric profiles
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can also be imported as 2D data into CST. The curve is translated into a 3D structure for
electromagnetic simulations to characterize RF performance of the MEMS device. This
method is demonstrated with the simulations of novel MEMS “curled cantilever” shunt
and series capacitive switches and also for Hill shape Zip-up capacitor (HZC). It may be
applied to any MEMS structure of which surface profiles are available and it eliminates
errors that arise from approximating the device as a purely planar structure, and results
in a more accurate RF model of the device.
In the first step, the measured and simulated deflection profiles of the curled
cantilever switches and hill shape capacitors data in both up and down states of
capacitors are used for accurate electromagnetic modelling. In the second step, the
profiles are imported to CST microwave studio to construct 3-D geometries for RF
modelling. The CST is a transient solver allows the simulation of a structure’s behavior
in a wide frequency range in just a single computation run. The deformed structures are
simulated in CST and the S-parameter results were used to extract the capacitance of the
capacitor.
In the final and third step, the data files of S-parameters in both up and down
state of the capacitors or the measurements which are in touchstone files format are
imported to EM circuit simulator (Microwave office [104]). The imported data file in
MWO is added in the built circuit and analyzed with lumped elements. The circuit with
an equivalent lumped elements model is simulated and the CLR (capacitance,
inductance and resistance) values are extracted. The capacitance values from mechanical
modelling, electromagnetic modelling and the fitted model are compared and analyzed.

4.3 RF Measurements and Modelling
The high frequency or RF performance of MEMS capacitors is typically
characterized by the scattering parameters of the structure. The transmission and
reflection coefficients of scattering parameters are affected by the change in the beam
height. And their variation with actuation voltage and the corresponding device state at
different frequencies must be quantified. The measurement setup and simulations of
capacitors are described below.
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4.3.1 RF Measurement setup
The RF measurements were performed using an HP8722D Vector Network
Analyzer (VNA) by wafer probing on a Cascade station using Ground-Signal-Ground
(GSG) coplanar probes. The full two-port Short-Open-Load-Thru (SOLT) calibration
was performed with Win Cal software, using the Impedance Standard Substrate (ISS)
prior to the device measurement. The frequency range is set during the calibration for
the measurement. The bias voltage required for the switch actuation was provided from
a Keithley 237 high-voltage source connected to the DC port of the VNA. This enables a
DC bias to be superimposed with a -lOdBm-power microwave signal that is applied to
the device.
The two-port S-parameters of the switchable/tunable capacitors in the open and
closed state were recorded and then the Insertion Loss and Isolation were calculated
from the relevant S21 parameter. The S21 is defined as a signal transmission coefficient
between the input and output port. The measured and computed S-parameters, |S2i|^
represents the power transmission from Portl to Port2 and |Siip represents the power
reflected from the device back to Portl. These S-parameters are commonly written in
decibels (dB), units that express the relative amplitudes of two waves as a ratio.

4.3.2 Cantilever shunt switch modelling and results
4.3.2.1

Measurements and simulations

The measured surface profile from the mechanical modeling of the deflected
cantilever with maximum deflection of 30.7pm was imported to CST Microwave
Studio, and was extruded by 1pm in the z-direction and 200pm in the >^-direction to
create a 350pm x 200pm x 1pm three-dimensional, non-planar structure. The structures
can also be constructed from the measured interferometric surface profiles of the switch
in both up and down state that are shown in Figure 4.3.
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(b)

(a)

Figiire4.3. White-light interferometry surface profiles of the curled cantilever switch in the (a) up state
and (b) the down state.

The up state curve was swept to 1 pm thickness along the path of the profile and
the width of 200pm to get the exact 3D structure of the cantilever with stress gradient
induced tip deflection after release as shown in Figure 4,3(a). The 3D structure in the
down state can be constructed from the simulated or measured surface profile shown in
Figure 4.3(b).
Air box with

Figure 4.4. The cantilever shunt switch on the CPW transmission line built for RF simulations in CST
MWS
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The cantilever shunt switch is built in the CST environment starting with a high
resistivity silicon substrate with relative dielectric constant of 11.9. The thickness of the
substrate is 500)am and a 0.5|am thick layer of silicon dioxide is used as a buffer layer.
The CPW conductors are made of aluminium of 0.5|am thickness. The width of signal
line and gaps between signal and ground line are 200|am and 110pm respectively with
length 700pm to give a characteristic impedance of the signal line of a CPW of 50Q. A
140nm thick layer of silicon oxide (dielectric constant of 4.0) is deposited on the CPW
signal line. The cantilever structure is swept from the profile imported to get the exact
3D structure with a 1pm thickness. The switch is of 350pm length and 200pm width.
The CPW metal layers and the switch top beam are of aluminium with bulk conductivity
of 3.8x1 O^S/m. The constructed shunt switch on the CPW for simulation can be seen in
the Figure 4.4. The structure is simulated by enclosing it in an air box with imposed
radiation boundary conditions to generate scattering parameters from 1 to 20GHz
frequency range. Then, via optimization, the RFC circuit parameters were extracted.

Figure 4.5 Simulated and measured Insertion loss in the up state of capacitive shunt switch

The RF measurements are done using the set up explained in section 4.3.1. To
actuate the switch a pull in voltage of 24V is used in RF measurements. When no bias
voltage is applied and the switch remains in the openAJp state, the RF signal is almost
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fully transmitted between the input and output port. The transmission coefficient |S2ii of
the shunt switch, in the Up state is referred to as the Insertion loss and in the Down state
is referred to as the Isolation. The simulated and measured Insertion losses of the shunt
switch are less than -0.4dB up to 20GHz as shown in Figure 4.5. The Insertion Loss is
defined when the switch is in the open position with a very low capacitance of 32fF that
has a very small influence on the achieved Insertion Loss.
In the Up state Insertion losses, a discrepancy between simulated and measured
values can be seen in Figure 4.5. Substrate parasitics in the measurements result in
higher losses when compared to the simulated model of the switch. These parasitics are
mostly associated with the silicon-oxide interface under the CPW metallization. The
interface properties are strongly dependent on the free carriers of the substrate and
become especially important when a high bias voltage is used [105]. Moreover, higher
substrate losses can result from the fact that the realistic resistivity of the silicon
substrate can be lower than that used in the model [106]. It is important to note that the
setup calibration was performed on the standards not included on the same wafer as the
measured switch which is not optimal. Moreover, during the simulation the losses
associated with the metallization layer have been neglected, so that the simulation
predicts lower losses in the entire range of analyzed frequencies.

Figure 4.6. Simulated and measured Isolation in the down state of capacitive shunt switch.
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Ideally the switch would have OdB Insertion Loss and infinite Isolation.
However, presented values can be classified as a good switching performance. A very
good agreement in the characteristic shape between the measurement and the simulation
is seen in case of the Isolation. The characteristics and resonance frequencies
(/r=12.3GHz) are almost overlapped as shown in Figure 4.6. However, when a voltage is
applied and the switch is closed, the RF signal is attenuated and only a small portion
passes between the ports. The switch capability for the RF signal attenuation is called
the switch Isolation and the maximum value of the device is -30dB at 12.3GHz for
simulation and measurement. The agreement between measured and simulated isolation
in the down state requires a 0.24pm air-gap thickness above the dielectric and is
included in the CST model of the shunt switch. The modelling of air gap thickness in the
Down state of capacitors is clearly explained in section 4.3.2.3. The Isolation of the
switch in the down position has a high capacitance of approximately 1.2pF between the
cantilever and the CPW. In the down state the low parasitic capacitances associated with
the device and the test setup have almost no influence on the measurements; hence a
good agreement with simulation is achieved.
4.3.2.2

Capacitance modelling

The shunt switch is modelled by two short sections of transmission line with
impedance, Zq, and a lumped CLR element of the bridge with the capacitor having both
up (Cu) and down state (Cd) values. Rs and Ls denote the series resistive losses and
series parasitic inductance of the switch respectively.

Rsl/2

Rsl/2

Figure 4. 7. Schematic of a simplified lumped-element model of the shunt switch over CPW.
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The simplified lumped element model of the shunt switch on a coplanar
transmission line is shown in Figure 4.7. The transmission line sections are of length
(w/2) + /, where w is the width of the bridge and / is the distance from the reference
plane to the edge of the MEMS bridge.
The shunt switch impedance is given in Equation 4.1.

jcoC

(4.1)

The capacitance, C can either be Cu or Cd depending on the position of the
switch. The branch has a self-resonant frequency, fo, given by Equation 4.2.
L =

1

1

iTT

a/Tc

(4.2)

The impedance of the capacitive switch can be approximated as a capacitive
reactance for frequencies below the resonant frequency, as the series resistance at the
resonance frequency and as an inductive reactance at frequencies above the resonance
frequency. This is expressed in E>quation 4.3.

1

f«

JcoC
Z„ =<

R,

/o

./' = /„

f»L
(4.3)
The bridge inductance is determined by the gap of the CPW transmission lines,
and also from the switch tethers. This is due to the current distribution on the
transmission lines and membrane, which is concentrated at the edge of the conductors
due to the skin effect [22].
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The component Rsi is due to the transmission line losses (both ohmic and
dielectric). The transmission line resistance, Rsi, can be calculated from the simulated
attenuation of the CPW.
attenuation =

2Z.

(4.4)

Where “attenuation” is the line loss (ohmic and dielectric losses) calculated in
Neper/m (8.68 Neper = IdB), Rsi/1 is the resistance of the line of length 1 and Zo is the
line characteristic impedance. For a 50Q CPW line on a high resistivity silicon (lOOOQcm), the simulated line loss is at a maximum at 20GHz (simulation up to 20GHz) with a
value of 0.6398dB/cm, 0.0737Np/cm. The distance between the reference planes
(between ports) is 700pm, which results in a line loss of 0.005159Np/cm. Using
Equation 4.4 the series line resistance Rsi is estimated to be 0.516Q.
In the up state, the inductance and resistance of the membrane are assumed to be
negligible, i.e. the system is purely capacitive up to approximately fJ2. In the up-state,
the inductive part can be neglected and the reflection coefficient is given in Equation
4.5.
^

-JlTtfCuZ^
l + jlTtfCuZo

"

(4.5)

For |S|ip< - lOdB or 2 {lizf) CuZo «2 this simplifies to Equation 4.6, from which
the device capacitance can be calculated [22].

Ls-.

ffc:z:

a _ {in
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(4.6)

Figure 4.8 Up State simulated and fitted return loss of the shunt capacitive switch with 30.7pm air gap.

The reflection coefficient of the S-parameter denoted as |Siil in up state are used
for up state capacitance calculations. The simulated and fitted return loss (|Siil) of the
shunt switch in up state for a gap height of 30.7pm is shown in Figure 4.8. It is seen that
the fitted curve exactly matches with the simulated for the up state capacitance value
70fT.
In the down state, for frequencies much less than the resonant frequency, the
shunt impedance is dominated by the capacitive reactance of the switch. The measured
isolation is used to determine the down state capacitance which is extracted by
parameters fitting with the lumped model. The down state capacitance solely controls
the response up to ~ foil (l-12GHz in case of shunt switch) and is determined by,

^ , = \+j2’^fC^Zol2
1

2

(4.7)

For S2i« -lOdB and {2nf) CfLo »2 this equation simplifies to.

*5.211

{27rffclZ;
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(4.8)

Figure 4.9. Down state measured, simulated andfitted Isolation of shunt switch, showing the accuracy of
the CLR fit over }-20GHz.

The down state capacitance may be found by fitting Equation 4.8 to the
measured S-parameter data. Here, the down state capacitance is found to be 1.2pF,
which agrees well the S-parameter measurements. The simulated down state IS21I curve
is also included to compare results with measured and fitted and is shown in Figure 4.9.
It is known that the down state capacitance depends on the flatness of the bridge and the
area of contact. In this case, the ideal contact is replaced with the average air gap of
0.24pm above the dielectric for simulations which agreed well with the measured
isolation. The inductance of the structure is calculated by applying the down state
capacitance and resonant frequency Equation 4.2. With the extracted down state
capacitance an inductance of 140pH was found at the resonant frequency of 12.3GHz.
The series resistance in the down state of the MEMS bridge is fitted at the resonant
frequency, at which the switch impedance Zs=Rs and can be found by the Equation 4.9.

>21

2R,
Icoo
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(4.9)

It is seen that the resonant curve gets sharper and deeper for smaller value of
series resistance. A series resistance of 0.72f2 fits the resonance Isolation of the
measured and simulated data.

Capacitance

Parallel plate
approximation

Extracted from Sparameter measurements

Up State

12.1fF
[For 30.7pm air gap]

70fF

Down state

1.28pF
[with 0.24um air gap]

1.2pF

Table 4.1. Comparisons of shunt switch capacitance with a parallel plate model and extractedfrom Sparameter measurements.

The extracted values from S-parameters and the values calculated from the
parallel plate approximation are summarised in Table 4.1. The parallel plate
approximation values in Up state capacitance are calculated for the switch with
maximum deflection. The measured Up state capacitance value is higher than the
predicted value. This may indicate the parasitic capacitance which is parallel to the
cantilever beam added to the total Up state capacitance during measurements. The Down
state capacitance approximation with the average air gap agrees well with the value from
the extracted S-parameter measurements.

4.3.2.3

Surface topography

The capacitor dimensions are important for the process optimization in order to
get a good capacitor ratio and thus a high isolation as well as low insertion losses.
Surface topography, due to process induced hillocks described in Chapter 3, in the lower
contact electrode of MEMS capacitors, creates an unwanted air gap between the
capacitive electrodes after pull-in, thereby degrading the Down state capacitance and
Isolation, and also creates localized extremities around which the switch can deform and
flex as increasing levels of electrostatic force are applied. The surface roughness can be
determined from optical and electrical measurements of switches.
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Figure4. JO. Interferometer profile images for membrane switch in down-state at (a) 15.5V and (b) 50V.

Optical measurements are made using a Zygo white light interferometer with
measurements of the membrane surface height being taken at different voltages in
excess of the pull-in voltage of 15.5V. Two surface profile images are shown in Figure
4.10(a) and 4.10(b). The images show that the membrane is not in flat contact with the
lower surface and that as the voltage is increased from 15.5V to 50V the range of
membrane heights decreases from 1.5-1.75pm to 1.4-1.65pm. The observed profile is
due to hillocks on the lower electrode surface. And it is clear that the capacitance at pullin is significantly less than expected and that after pull-in the capacitance increases with
increasing voltage overdrive. This is consistent with the observed interferometer images
in Figure 4.10. The roughness results in an increase in switch capacitance with bias
voltage after pull-in [107].
The contribution of surface hillocks to the measured capacitance is modelled as
an air gap capacitance, due to poor surface contact, in series with the switch dielectric
capacitance. The dielectric capacitance can be estimated from the measured dielectric
thickness and the air gap due to surface roughness is determined by fitting the measured
capacitance of parallel plate switches [95].
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The value of air gap thickness as a function of the applied actuation voltage, after
the beam pull down can be found using Equation 4.10.

(4.10)
Where, ta, ts and Vpj are the air gap thickness at pull in, the rate of air gap
decrease and the pull in voltage respectively. This equation can also be used to
determine the effect of voltage overdrive in improving switch performance. To fit the
measured data in Figure 4.9 the parameters in Equation 4.10 are ta = 0.24pm and
/5=2.3nm/V. With these parameters the down-state capacitance of the switch can be
modelled in close agreement with the measured values.
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Figure 4.11. Residual air gap as a function of bias voltage

The dependence of residual air gap on bias voltage can be seen in Figure 4.11.
The air-gap thickness predicted by the model has been confirmed by comparison with an
average air gap height generated from the interferometer profiles shown in Figure 4.10.
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Figure4.12. Simulated Isolation of a shunt switch

As seen in Figure 4.12 the dark green colour curve represents the simulated
Isolation with 0.24pm air-gap which has fitted with the measured switch Isolation and
the blue colour curve with high Isolation represents the perfect contact model. The
inclusion of the air-gap gives close agreement between predicted and measured values.
With the contact parameters used in the contact model described above the switch
characteristics shown in Figure 4.12 could be achieved for a switch with a pull-in
voltage of 30V a release voltage of lOV and an overdrive voltage up to 90V. This
observation verifies the hypothesis that the low down-state capacitance is due to the
surface roughness of the lower electrode, and it is important that this residual air gap is
considered during the simulation phase. The surface topography required for tunable
device operation can be included in device fabrication by implementing topography on
the underside of the switch film [108] or by fabricating an array of pimples in the lower
electrode surface.

4.3.3 Cantilever series switch modelling
The designed cantilever series switch is comprised of a 260pm long, 100pm
wide aluminium beam with 1pm thickness, suspended on a signal line with a gap of
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100|am [109]. The series switch with the deflection of 10.1|im in up state and down state
models are constructed and simulated using integrated modelling by the surface profiles
as explained in Section 4.3.2.

Figure4.13. Series switch model for the RF simulations built in CST.

The CPW line is of 65|im /lOOpm /65pm G/S/G and is 610pm long on a 500pm
thick silicon substrate. A thin dielectric layer of 125nm silicon oxide is placed on the
CPW. The constructed model of series switch for the RF simulations with air box
enclosed is shown in Figure 4.13. The series capacitance is estimated from the top beam
area of overlap with the signal line. In the Up state the series switch in the signal
transmission line, results in high Isolation. When the switch is activated, it is pulled
down on to the dielectric placed on the transmission line and creates low impedance
between the open ends. The transmission coefficient IS21I of the series switch, in the Up
state is referred to as the Isolation and in the Down state is referred as Insertion Loss.
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Capacitance modelling

4.3.3.1

Zo

Zo
Cu, Cd

Figure4.14. Schematic of lumped model of the series switch

The series switch is modelled by a capacitor in series with a short section of
transmission line as shown in Figure 4.14. Up state S-parameters of the series switch are
fitted with the Isolation and is calculated by,
j2{2nf)CuZo
^^21

—

(4.11)

+j2{2nf)CuZ.,

For S2i« -lOdB and 2 {27:f) CuZq «1 equation 4.11 simplifies to

(4.12)

Capacitance in the up state is determined by Equation (4.11). The inductance and
resistance have no effect on Up state performance (Isolation).
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Figured. 15. Series switch simulated, measured andfitted Isolation in up state
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The measured and simulated data is fitted using the lumped element model and
the Isolation and insertion loss of the series switch up to 20GHz. The series switch
isolation in the up state is shown in Figure 4.15. The fitted model results in exact
matching with the measured and simulated data. The fitted up state capacitance was
found to be 18.6fF.
In the Down state, the down state capacitor is in series with a short section of the
transmission line and the model is fitted with the measured insertion loss. The down
state capacitance is fitted using the Equation (4.12) replacing Cu by Cd. In the Down
state, the capacitance dominates at low frequencies and the reduction of insertion losses
at high frequencies is due to the series capacitance. The Insertion Loss should be closer
to zero but the high loss is due to the rough bottom electrode, causing a low Down state
capacitance. At low frequencies (< 3 GHz), the down state capacitance dominates the
switch performance, and results in poor insertion loss. So, the capacitance is fitted with
the measured Insertion Loss and by Equation 4.12. The simulated Insertion Losses of
series switch matches the measured values after including the value of air-gap thickness
in the CST model. The value of effective air gap thickness of the series switch found to
be less than 0.1pm.

Figure 4.16. Series switch simulated, measured andfitted Insertion loss in down state
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The measured Insertion Loss in the closed state of the series switch is less than 0.4dB from 5-20GHZ as shown in Figure 4.16. The series switch shows excellent
agreement between measured and simulated losses for a Down state capacitance value of
1.04pF. The extracted capacitance from the S-parameter measurements and the parallel
plate approximation capacitance with air gap of series switch are summarized in Table
4.2.

Capacitance

Parallel plate
approximation

Extracted from Sparameter measurements

Up State

15.5fF
[For 10.7pm air gap]

18.6fF

Down state

1.09pF
[For < 0.1 um air gap]

1.04pF

Table 4.2. Comparisons ofseries switch capacitance with a parallel plate model and extractedfrom
S-parameter measurements

4.3.4 HZC modelling and results
The FIZC S-parameters were measured and are fitted with the lumped element
model. Furthermore, the tuning range and Q of the HZC were extracted. The simulations
were done with integrated modelling and results were compared with measured data.
4.3.4.1

Measurements and simulations

The RF measurements of the HZC were done using the set up as explained in
4.3.1. Measurements were done by applying the external DC bias voltage to the drive
and to the centre electrode. The drive voltage is set to 40V and the measurements of the
centre electrode are taken by applying tuning voltage in steps of 5V. The reflection and
transmission coefficients of S-parameters in terms Sn and S21 in the Up state and in the
down state were recorded.
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Frequency (GHz)

Figure. 4.17. Measured transmission line loss and device loss on low resistivity silicon substrate.

Figure 4.17 demonstrates the loss of a 1040gm long CPW transmission line, and
HZC embedded within a transmission line of the same length. The transmission line and
device loss measurements of the tested device results in high losses of -2.2 to -2.9dB and
the simulation results in -2.1 to -2.3dB up to 30GHz. The loss is dominated by losses in
the low resistivity silicon substrate and also by the poor RF transmission line impedance
matching. The use of a lossy silicon substrate results in high series resistance and also
dominates the Insertion loss of the device compared to high resistivity silicon [110]. The
tested device is fabricated on low resistivity silicon for the initial tests and will be
replaced by high resistivity silicon in future to avoid losses.
The hill shape zip up capacitor for electromagnetic simulations is built in CST
environment using the integrated modelling method. The Coventorware simulated
results of the profile of the hill shape capacitor is imported to CST environment to
simulate its RF characteristics. The RF performance of the HZC device is analyzed with
a 50Q CPW with a 1040p.m length on low resistivity 10 to 20Q.cm silicon substrate. The
thickness of the aluminium metal of the HZC beam and CPW is Ipm and O.Spm,
respectively. The dielectric layer is silicon oxide (SiOx) with thickness of 0.2|am and the
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silicon substrate is low resistivity silicon. The anchor of the centre tether is electrically
isolated from the signal line and the beam end anchors are connected to CPW grounds.
Air box with

The simulated model of the HZC enclosed in 1050x950x500)am^ air box
extended from the bottom of the silicon oxide layer to above the structure is shown in
Figure 4.18.
Design Parameter
Silicon substrate thickness
Length of CPW
Width of signal line
Gap between signal and ground
Thickness of CPW
Length of HZC
Width of HZC
Thickness of HZC beam
Width of tether
Length of tether
Air gap between beam and waveguide
Thickness of dielectric

Values (^im)
500
1040
200
100
0.5
840
40
1
5
65

Table 4.3 Designed HZC dimensions
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2
0.2

The test structure dimensions of the HZC are same as presented in Chapter 3 and
summarised in Table 4.3. The signal line of a CPW forms the bottom centre electrode.
The moving Hill shape beam and signal line of the CPW forms a tunable capacitor Ctune,
which changes with the air gap. The Down state capacitance, Cd is determined by the
overlap area of the beam and the CPW signal line. Different profiles of Hill shape beam
with varying air gap as a function of tuning voltage are modelled and simulated.
Insertion losses and Isolation are analyzed in the Up and Down states, respectively.
4.3.4.2

Modelling of tuning capacitance

The HZC beam is placed in shunt to the CPW transmission line, the lumped
element model is similar to the capacitive shunt switch. The measured up and down state
capacitance can be extracted from the S-parameters using the Equations 4.6 and 4.8
respectively.

Figure 4.19. Measured and modelled return loss for up state capacitance

In the Up state, the inductance and resistance of the membrane are negligible; the
system is purely capacitive up to approximately iJ2. In the Up state, the inductive part
can be neglected and the capacitance is fitted to the reflection coefficient. For the device
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analysed here, the Up state capacitance is extracted as 58fF by fitting Equation 4.6 to
measured data, shown in Figure 4.19.

Frequency (GHz)

Figure4.20. Measured, simulated andfitted Isolation with the inclusion of average air gap.

The down state Isolation measured, simulated and fitted is shown in Figure 4.20.
In the Down state the maximum measured Isolation is -14.78dB at 25.53GHz up to 30V
centre tuning voltage. The Down state capacitance fitted to the measured maximum
Isolation yields a value of 0.2 IpF. The Down state simulation results of the HZC
matches with the measured resonant frequency at the average air gap 0.28pm but with
higher Isolation up to -18.4dB. It can be predicted that the measured HZC device shape
is not as clearly defined as that presented in the simulations and also during the
simulations losses associated with the metallization layer have been neglected.
The tuning capacitance of HZC is modelled from the Isolation of Down state
S-parameter measurements with applying centre tuning voltage. The change in
capacitance values with respect to tuning voltage causes the shifts in the resonant
frequency of the Isolation curves. The measured and fitted Isolation curves with 40V on
the outer drive electrode and centre tuning with OV, lOV and 30V are shown in Figure
4.20. The capacitance tuning values are modelled with the lumped elements.
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Figure 4.21. Measured and fitted down state capacitance tuning with centre tuning voltages OV, lOV and
30V with a drive voltage of 40V.

From Figure 4,21 the major change in the Isolation curve with centre tuning
voltage from OV to lOV is observed and used for modelling the tuning range. The
measured data shows the capacitance can be tuned 57% up to lOV of tuning voltage.
The centre tuning voltage is increased up to 30V and the maximum measured down-state
capacitance of 0.2 IpF is compared with the predicated value of 1.416pF. The measured
capacitance tuning range is less than 10% of the predicted tuning range.

Capacitance

Parallel - plate
[Approximation
for 200pm x
40pm plate]

Coventorware
Simulations

Extracted
cv
from SMeasurements
parameter
measurements

Up state

0.0384pF

0.038pF

0.058pF

0.059pF

Base
capacitance

O.OSOpF

0.082pF

0.086pF

0.083pF

Down state

1.416pF

1.28pF

0.135pF

0.139pF

Table 4.4. Comparisons of HZC capacitance and tuning range for the centre tuning voltage up to lOV
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The modelled capacitance values are compared with the calculated and simulated
values and summarised in Table 4.4. The parasitic capacitance is subtracted from
electrostatic C-V measurements are compared. The roughness of the lower electrode is a
major problem in the process for the fabrication of high quality capacitive switches and
hill-shaped beam tunable capacitors. This problem is addressed by modifying the lower
electrode aluminium processing.

4.3.4.3

Quality factor (Q) modelling

The quality factor Q of a device is a measure of loss of an RF signal through the
circuit. The quality factor of the MEMS capacitor can be determined by fitting the
measured S-parameters from the lumped element model. The quality factor is expressed
in Equation 4.13. For frequencies much less than the resonant frequency the inductive
reactance can be ignored and the quality factor may be calculated from Equation 4.14.

Q=

Q=

Re(Z,)

(4.13)

1

IjrfR^C

(4.14)

To include line losses in the quality factor calculation of Equation 4.14 the
capacitor series resistance, Rs, can be replaced by the series resistance plus a component
of line loss resistance, Rsi/2. The quality factor equation used in this work is given in
Equation 4.15.

2Kf{R^+R^J2)C
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(4.15)

Figure4.22. Quality factor modelledfrom measured S-parameters

The device quality factor is calculated from the modelled tuning capacitances of
HZC. The modelled quality factor in Up state, and with 40V drive voltage, centre tuning
range of OV, 5V, lOV and 30V are shown in Figure 4.22. As the quality factor is a
function of frequency, the quality factor degrades significantly with the increase in
frequency and also with the device series resistance. Capacitive coupling of the RF
signal into the lossy substrate results in an increased equivalent series resistance. The
quality factors are extracted based on device series resistance characterised from the
measured line losses. The line loss resistance, Rsi/2 of 12.5Q is used in calculations with
series resistance corresponding to resonant frequencies. The designed device quality
factors are lower than anticipated due to an increase in the effective series resistances of
the structure. The calculated quality factor of the device from the measured values at
frequency of IGHz is found to be 219 in Up state and 44 in Down state at lOV centre
tuning voltage. These values compare favourably with more conventional semiconductor
varactor devices.
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Centre Tuning
Voltage (V)

Measured Tuning
Capacitance

0

86fF

Quality Factor
[on measured Low
resistivity silicon]
90

5

95fF

74

10

135fF

44

30

210fF

35

Table 4.5. Summary of quality factor of HZC at different tuning capacitance at I GHz

Table 4.5 summarises the quality factor at IGHz frequency of HZC with
different centre tuning voltage and capacitance. The device quality factor can be
improved by using the high resistivity silicon substrate. The simulated Isolations of the
HZC on dielectric show high capacitance tuning and low losses. For the HZC on high
resistivity silicon (lOOOQ-cm), the line loss resistance, Rsi/2 is found to be 0.46512. The
simulated Down state capacitance of the HZC on dielectric is found to be 1.6pF with the
series resistance of 0.2612. This large capacitance will increase the significance of the
series inductance where the resonance frequency is reduced to 11.19GHz. Design to
minimise series inductance will be required to allow broadband tuning with this device.
By fitting the simulated results to a lumped element model it is possible to predict a Q
factor of the HZC. At IGHz, the quality factor in Up state (without any drive and tuning
voltage) and in Down state (7V of tuning voltage) of 3658 and 137 has been estimated
respectively. The quality factor from measurements is limited mainly by the substrate
and line losses [111] [112]. Simulations predict the high quality factor by replacing low
resistivity silicon with high resistivity silicon substrate. Moreover by reducing the
surface roughness in the bottom electrode, the area of contact will increase therefore it
improves the device Isolation and hence high capacitance tuning can be achieved [113].
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4.4

Summary and Conclusions
The integrated modelling method using industry standard software tools

described in this chapter is a novel combination for modelling the mechanical and RP
behaviour of “curled cantilever” capacitive shunt and series switches. It can also be
applied to any non planar MEMS structures. RF modelling results of series and shunt
switch configurations and tunable capacitor have been presented and there is good
agreement with measured data with the inclusion of surface roughness. The role of
surface topography on the performance of capacitive MEMS RF switches after pull-in to
the contact state is also presented.
Surface roughness on the bottom electrode avoids the perfect contact with top
beam and dielectric by reducing the down state capacitance. This reduces the
capacitance ratio in capacitive switches and capacitance tuning range in tunable
capacitors. RF performance of the capacitive switch can be improved by reducing the
losses with using high resistivity silicon and with better the transmission line impedance.
Isolation can be improved with the area of contact between top beam and dielectric in
down state.
The significant challenges of tunable MEMS capacitors are to obtain high quality
factor and tuning range with decrease in actuation voltage. The line losses and the
substrate parasitics due to the use of low resistivity silicon substrate play a major role in
decreasing the total device quality factor. By replacing the low resistivity substrate with
high resistivity substrate can increase the device quality factor. The device design is
important for the operation with the voltage less than 5V and this would allow
integration with underlying electronic circuits.
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Chapter 5:
5

Reconfigurabie matching network for power amplifier
Radio frequency micro-electro-mechanical systems (RF MEMS) technology can

enable cost-effective integration of reconfigurabie RF front-ends in cellular phones. In
order to make a system reconfigurabie, essential improvement in front end specifications
can be achieved with MEMS devices. For example, a power amplifier in front end
systems will have to vary its centre frequency and impedance match in response to
different operating conditions. The power amplifier is coupled to an antenna circuit
through which a received or modulated signal can be propagated. The value of the
optimum load impedance, ZAmp of the power amplifier’s output varies with the input
power, and therefore the power amplifier’s output and the antenna’s input are not
perfectly matched in actual usage. The mismatch between the power amplifier and the
antenna reduces system efficiency, power transfer and linearity. These effects could be
decreased using a tunable matching network between the power amplifier and the
antenna. This technique has the potential to dynamically match the reconfigurabie frontend components which are required to transfer maximum power.

Figure. 5.1. Reconfigurabie matching network offront end transmitter used between a power amplifier and
antenna
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The schematic of the reconfigurable matching network between the output of
power amplifier to the input of antenna is shown in Figure 5.1. The matching network is
coupled to the output of the power amplifier and to the antenna input. The impedance
mismatch can be resolved by using the tunable components in reconfigurable matching
network [114].

5.1

MEMS tunable capacitors for Impedance matching
A multi-band and multimode system is made reconfigurable by using the MEMS

tuning elements. RF MEMS switchable and tunable capacitors are ideal for
reconfigurable networks. Some of the specifications of reconfigurable matching
network, which should be considered for design, are:
•

Low loss circuit

•

Broad impedance coverage/tuning

•

Ability to handle high power (minimum output power of 30dBm)

•

High linearity

A low loss circuit is necessary for the maximum power transfer while the
impedance coverage is mainly dependent on the tuning elements. The matching circuit
should be capable of handling a minimum output power of 30dBm. Linearity is one of
the most important properties in receiver or transmitter applications where power
amplifiers are used. It is also important that the reconfigurable circuit uses specific types
of modulation techniques that are very sensitive to non linearity at the power amplifier
that results in intermodulation products [115]. However, it is very difficult to design the
reconfigurable circuits with complete linearity to avoid the adjacent channel
interference.
A large number of tunable matching networks can be built with lumped elements
or using distributed transmission line techniques with high-Q (quality factor) tunable
capacitors or switched capacitor banks [22]. Several MEMS impedance tuners are
reported in the literature [116], [117], [118], [119] with MEMS switches as digital
capacitor arrays placed on the transmission lines. Moreover, the impedance coverage
using MEMS switches is excellent but can handle low power and also suffer from losses.
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Thus the use of MEMS tunable capacitors in reconfigurable matching circuits has an
advantage of very low loss, high tuning capacitance and can handle high power. They
also have desirable linearity and can handle large voltage swings compared to GaAs and
BST varactors [116].
The main objective is to implement a tunable matching circuit with HZC MEMS
tunable capacitor for high efficiency power transfer and to tune for the optimized
impedance range. A reconfigurable matching network is designed and simulated for the
frequency centred at 1.8GHz. The designed 7C matching network consists of the HZC as
lumped elements to match the low output impedance of the power amplifier to an
antenna impedance of 50Q. The losses and the matching are verified with the circuit and
also the efficiency of power delivered. The network is further evaluated to assess its
impedance matching capability by varying impedances at the designed frequency. Power
handling of HZC is not analyzed in detail as the HZC capacitor is passive in system
simulations. The circuit and system modeling is performed in Microw^ave Office.

5.2

Matching network design using lumped elements
A typical power amplifier used in a handset of a wireless communication system

has an internal impedance of about 60 and the antenna used in the same handset has an
input impedance of about 500. Typically, a lumped element matching network is
inserted between the power amplifier and the antenna to make the power amplifier
output impedance appear to be the complex conjugate of the input impedance of the
antenna [120].
The matching network using HZC devices is flexible enough to accommodate
changing load impedance or changing power amplifier output impedance. While the
maximum power is transferred from the power amplifier to the antenna for a designed
frequency, the input impedance of the antenna is equaled to the conjugate of the output
impedance of the power amplifier. Simulated results show that this matching network
has the advantage of capacitance with large tuning ratio and low loss.
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5.2.1 Design and circuit simulation
A matching network is designed for a Digital Communications System (DCS)
with centre frequency of 1.8GHz to match a 6Q output impedance of power amplifier to
50Q load at antenna. To match 6Q to 50Q impedance, a Cs-L-Cl 7i-matching network is
designed using HZC tunable capacitor values. The power amplifier considered is linear
with 20dB gain with an input impedance of 50Q. The output from the power amplifier
of 6G is connected to the reconfigurable matching network to transform it to 50Q. This
impedance level is typical at microwave frequencies. The optimum values of matching
network can be calculated by.
Xl =

' Acc

■ Xc, =

n

=

nZ^

(5.1)

Where n is the transformer ratio given by, n = V Zo/Zs
Xl is the inductive reactance; Xcs and Xci, are the capacitive reactances at source
and load which can be calculated from the Equation 5.1. Zs is the source impedance,
(6G is considered in this case) and Zo is the load impedance (50Q in this case). The
calculated optimum values of Cs and Cl are found to be 5pF with an inductance value,
1.53nH for the frequency of 1.8GHz. The impedance matching range can be extended by
keeping Ci, Ce and LI constant and varying the HZC capacitance by approximately
±30% from the designed value [22].
Cb=0 1
Cd=1.3

L
PORT1
P=1
Z=6 Ohm
Pwr=20 dBm

Cs

IND
ID=L1
L=1.53 nH

Cb1=0.1

Cl

Cd1=13

■<]
PORT
P=2
Z=50 Ohm
CAP —
ID=C1

C=3 6pf^
HZC
------ID=C4
C—Cb pF“^—

HZC —LID=C5
C=Cd pP“T—

HZC
—
ID=C10
C=Cb1 pF-^

HZC
ID=C9
C=Cd1 pF

CAP
ID=C6
C=3.6 pF

Figures. 2. Lumped element n-matching network using HZC for centre frequency 1.8GHz
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LI

1.53nH

C1=C6

3.6pF

Cb=Cbi-Base capacitance of HZC [ON]

0.1 pF

Cd=Cdi=Down state capacitance of HZC [OFF]

1.3pF

Tables. 1. Values of n-matching network.

The tuning capacitance of the HZC considered here is with the base capacitance
of 0.1 pF and the maximum down state capacitance of 1.3pF. Four HZC capacitors are
used in this design with two capacitors in parallel for each side (Cs, Cl) and a fixed
MIM (metal insulator metal) capacitor added at both sides to optimize the impedance
coverage [121]. Figure 5.2 shows a

tt

matching network wherein HZC is replaced by

traditional lumped capacitors. The values of the ti matching network shown in Figure 5.2
are summarised in Table 5.1.

HZC capacitors
ON-ON

Cs and Cl (pF) values
3.8

Description
All HZC are in base state (Cb)

ON-OFF

5

One HZC in base state (Cb) and other
in down state (Cd)

OFF-OFF

6.2

All HZC are in down state (Cd)

Tables. 2. HZC tuning combinations and capacitor values at source and load in matching network

For the designed frequency, the optimised value of 5pF is considered where the
HZC capacitance is assumed as one with base capacitance and the other with down state
capacitance in each side of the circuit. For the tuning of the matching circuit the
different tuning combinations of HZC, where ON state is the base state and OFF state is
the down state is considered. Table 5.2 shows the different capacitance values with the
tuning combinations of the HZC. The network is simulated by tuning with the
capacitance ranging from 3.8pF to a maximum of 6.2pF. The circuit is simulated and the
performance is analyzed in terms of return loss, transmission loss and impedance
matching. Depending on the antenna impedance, the capacitance can be tuned to avoid
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impedance mismatch. In practice, control of the tunable matching network in a handset
requires a measure of the load impedance and a control system to tune the network to the
measured load [122].

2.5

-

OQ

-5
eg

CO

7.5

-

-10

Figure. 5.3 Simulated return loss and transmission loss of the matching network for the centre
frequency 1.8G Hz, 6Q power amplifier output matched to a 50Q load at antenna for the optimized values
of Cs and Ci =5pF.

The simulated S-parameters response for the frequency range 0.8GHz to 2.6GHz
for optimized values is shown in Figure 5.3. The ratio of reflected power to incident
power is IFF, measured from Si i, which is referred to as return loss and can be calculated
by.
RL = -10 log ir|2 = -20 log

in dB

(5.2)

For the centre frequency 1.8GHz, the value of reflection coefficient, IFI was
found to be 0.027 from Equation 5.2 with the simulated return loss of -31.28dB.
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The transmitted power to the load, relative to the incident wave power, which
can be measured from S21, is given in Equation 5.3,
TL = -10 1og(l - ir|2)dB

(5.3)

For the centre frequency 1.8GHz, the simulated return loss is -31.28dB and the
transmission loss of -0.003dB at 5pF capacitance. The power reflected is less than 3%
which confirms good matching for this design.

Figure. 5.4. Impedance matched to 50Q with the tuning capacitance of 5pF at 1.8GHz.

The impedance of the matched circuit is plotted in a Smith chart and is shown in
Figure 5.4. At 1.8GHz the normalized value of impedance is 0.9989-j0.05456Q
(49.95f2).

5.2.2 Impedance matching
The optimized matching network is examined to match varying loads at the
centre frequency of 1.8GHz. The impedance is varied in both source and loads and is
matched by the tuning capacitors [123]. The designed circuit is considered for the
following two cases:
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Case 1: Varying antenna impedance
The antenna load impedanee is varied from 15±50j Q to 100±50j Q with the
souree impedance of 6Q. Impedance tuning is highly dependent on the capacitor tuning.
By tuning of the HZC into different states the antenna impedance can be matched to the
source and the simulated impedance tuning for capacitance 3.8pF, 5pF and 6.2pF are
shown in Figures 5.5 (a), (b) and (c) respectively. The impedance plots of the Smith
chart and for all cases the return loss is better than lOdB (circles shown in the centre of
the smith chart) and is matched to source.

(b)
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Figure. 5.5 Impedance loci at the output of the power amplifier when antenna impedance is variedfrom
15±50j to 100±50j (a) with the capacitance 3.8pF (b) with the capacitance 5pF (c) with the capacitance
6.2pF

Case 2: Varying amplifier impedance
The amplifier impedance is varied from 2±10j Q to 14±10j Q with the load
impedance of 50f2. The simulated impedance plot shows the power amplifier output
impedance locations after the matching network. The impedance coverage can be
extended by keeping the series inductor constant for specific frequency band, and by
varying the capacitance.
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Figure. 5.6. Impedance loci at the output of the matching network when power amplifier impedance is
variedfrom 2±l0j to 14± I Oj (a) with the capacitance 3.8pF (b) with the capacitance 5pF (c) with the
capacitance 6.2pF

The simulated impedance plots of the power amplifier are shown in Figure 5.6
(a), (b) and (c) for the tuning capacitances 3.8pF, 5pF and 6.2pF respectively. The
impedance plots of the smith chart are matched to 50f2 for the return loss is better than
1 OdB (circles shown in the centre of the Smith chart) for all three cases.
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5.2.3 Power handling
MEMS capacitors change performance with respect to changes in RF power. The
RF power in MEMS capacitors cause self-actuation, the attractive force that appears on
top beam due to the RF rms voltage [124]. The self actuation causes the top membrane
to actuate in a similar manner to an applied DC bias. The displacement of the top beam
with respect to rms voltages in tunable capacitors causes tuning. It is important to
simulate MEMS tunable matching circuits under high RF power conditions when
applied to high power applications.
The maximum power handling of the matching circuit can be estimated by
measuring the voltage swings across the HZC devices. A small input power can generate
fairly large voltage swings across the MEMS capacitors [125] [126]. Different power
amplifier output levels were simulated and the voltage swing is evaluated at the
capacitors C4 and C9. Figure 5.7 shows the voltage swing across the capacitors C4 and
C9 for the input of 30dBm power.

Figure. 5.7. Voltage swing across the capacitor C4 and C9 for SOdbm input power
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Pout(dBm)
10
20
30
35

Voltage at C4
(V)
0.34
1.09
3.46
6.16

Vrms at C4
(V)
0.24
0.77
2.45
4.35

Voltage at C9
(V)
0.99
3.16
9.99
17.77

Vrms at C9
(V)
0.70
2.23
7.06
12.56

Table 5.3 Voltage swings measured at input and output capacitors at different power levels

Table 5.3 presents the simulated voltage across HZC capacitors with respect to
the input power. The values given in Table 5.3 are normalized to the rms voltage of the
load. The maximum voltage swing at C9 has the maximum rms voltage on the capacitor
at the higher impedance port. From simulations for 35dBm increase in ims voltage
across the capacitor C9, with peak RF voltage values up to 12.56V, which is sufficient to
tune the HZC into the Down state.

5.3

Summary and Conclusions
A matching network with HZC tunable capacitors can be tuned to match power

amplifier and antenna impedance with high impedance range coverage and low loss
while reducing the number of components. Simulations show that the tuning capacitors
can match to load impedances for the design frequency using a simple lumped element
design. For the tunable matching network, the broad tuning range of the capacitors could
improve the matching impedances over the complete Smith chart. The power handling
and linearity of tunable capacitors are very important for the applications in high power
communication systems. A simple analysis method with lumped elements is shown here
to investigate power handling. It can be improved by adding control circuit to identify
load impedance so that it can dynamically tune the matching network with respect to
antenna impedance at the design frequency. It could also be extended to include a
voltage controlled HZC transfer function to investigate linearity and control methods.
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Chapter 6:
6

Conclusions and Future Work
This thesis has described the concept of SDR and the RF MEMS capacitors

specification for multiband wireless transceiver applications. A novel method of RF
modelling of MEMS switchable/tunable capacitors and its characterisation was also
detailed. The RF performances of capacitor designs were presented with good agreement
between measured and simulated device performance.

6.1 Thesis Summary
Chapter 1 gave an introduction to RF MEMS and SDR. The potential role of
MEMS capacitors in multi-band, wireless communications and its specification for the
application in an SDR system was outlined. The key parameters used to characterise
switchable/tunable capacitors and their technical challenges were defined.
Chapter 2 reviewed the current state of the art and different types of
electrostatically actuated RF MEMS capacitors. A comparative table of the key
parameters of MEMS capacitive switches and tunable capacitors was formed from the
reviewed publications.
The design and the principle of operation of CMOS compatible, surface
micromachined MEMS capacitive cantilever switches and a novel Hill shape Zip-up
tunable capacitor were presented in Chapter 3. It also described the deflection and pullin measurements of capacitive switches and also the hill shape measurements with two
phase capacitance characterisation of HZC capacitors was reported.
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A detailed RF modelling of MEMS capacitors was presented in Chapter 4. A
new method of integrated modelling for electromagnetic simulations of non planar
MEMS structures was described. This technique was demonstrated for curled cantilever
shunt and series switches and also applied to Hill shape Zip-up capacitors.

RF

modelling results of capacitive shunt and series switch configurations, and also the
tunable HZC were presented. The effect of surface roughness, due to process induced
hillocks in the lower bottom electrode, was presented. The measured and simulated
capacitive structures were modelled with their equivalent circuit and the values were
verified and the results compared. The different actuated structures of the tunable HZC
capacitor were simulated to evaluate RF performance. The RF measurements were
modelled with their equivalent circuit, and the tuning range and Quality factor were
extracted and compared.
The application of the HZC in a reconfigurable impedance matching network for
the DCS 1800MHz was designed and analyzed. The high tuning, low voltage
capabilities of the HZC demonstrated low loss and high power efficiency impedance
tuning and were presented in Chapter 5.
Finally, Chapter 6 summarises the thesis, and outlines some possible work for
the future.

6.2 Major Outcomes
This work has highlighted the need for close integration of MEMS and RF
simulation software to accurately model RF MEMS device performance. The available
commercial software tools don’t have the possibility to export the deformed structure
from mechanical analysis to an electromagnetic analysis environment. A novel
integrated modelling technique developed in this work is simple and accurate for
modelling of MEMS structures for a high level of integration. The integrated modelling
method developed in this work offers significant advantages like,
•

A new method of constructing 3D geometries of non planar MEMS
structures in different actuation states for accurate electromagnetic
modelling.
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•

Processing and design features such as surface roughness, residual air
gaps and complex geometries can be included in the 3D model, enabling
an accurate physical representation of the switch in the RF simulator.

•

The effect of surface roughness can predict the air gap value in the lower
contact electrode of MEMS capacitive structures.

An integrated modelling technique has been successfully demonstrated for
switchable and tunable capacitors in this work. Hence, future developments in MEMS
and RF software tools should facilitate easier integration of electromechanical and RF
simulation and design to enable co-design of MEMS for RF applications.
The degradation of RF performance in the Down state due to the presence of
surface roughness in the bottom electrode was described and also the effect of voltage
overdrive after pull-in was shown for capacitive switches. The roughness of the lower
electrode is a major problem in the process for the fabrication of high-quality capacitive
switches and hill-shaped tunable capacitors. The surface roughness of 0.24|im in
capacitive shunt switch and 0.1 pm in case of capacitive series switch was found during
modelling. The measured shunt and series switches are fabricated in different wafers,
and hence have different surface roughness. A high number of surface roughness on the
lower electrode found during modelling suggests required improvements in the
fabrication process.

RF modelled parameters

Capacitive
switch

shunt Capacitive series switch

Surface roughness

0.24pm

0.1pm

Insertion loss

> -0.4dB up to 20GHz

> -0.4dB from 5-20GHZ

Isolation

-30dB

-38dB(lGHz)
-13dB (20GHz)

Resonant frequency

12.3GHz

N/A

Table 6. /. RF modelled parameters of capacitive shunt and series switch

Radio frequency parameters of capacitive switches like Insertion loss. Isolation
and Resonant frequency were modelled, analysed and summarized in Table 6.1. The
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agreement between simulation and measurement verified the accuracy of the approach,
which highlights the importance of precisely modelling the physical state of the switch
during microwave simulations. The capacitive switch Isolation and the capacitance ratio
can be improved with perfect contact in the Down state by reducing the surface
roughness. The losses of the capacitive switch can be improved with improved
transmission line impedance.
The capacitance tuning and Quality factor of HZC were extracted from the RF
measurements and simulations and are analysed. It is shown that the device tuning range
and quality factor can be improved by replacing low resistivity silicon with high
resistivity silicon substrate. The simulated HZC on a high resistivity substrate shows that
the device quality factor can be improved by a factor of three at a frequency of IGHz
compared to the device on a low resistivity substrate. The improved quality factor and
high tuning HZC are promising for applications in multiband wireless transceivers. A
simple lumped element impedance matching network was designed at a single frequency
with HZC tunable capacitors to match the power amplifier and the antenna.
The following are the extracted parameters of hill shaped zip-up tunable
capacitor which is fabricated in a simple post-CMOS MEMS process on low resistivity
silicon,
■

Base capacitance of 0.086pF

■

Quality factor of 44 at IGHz

■

Tuning range of 57%

■

Tuning voltages less than 8V

6.3 Future Work
This work was focused on the RF modelling and optimisation of HZC capacitors
and their requirements for SDR applications. It lays the foundation for general RF
modelling and characterisation of capacitive structures. The down state capacitance
should be improved by reducing the surface roughness in the lower contact electrode of
MEMS capacitive structures. Future work should be aimed at developing reconfigurable
wideband impedance matching networks using tunable HZC. Additionally control
circuitry should be constructed to identify the load impedance so that the capacitors can
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tune dynamically in the matching network. The linearity and power handling of the
voltage controlled HZC should be investigated by building a practical non-linear circuit
model of the tunable capacitor.

6.4 Conclusions
To conclude, this thesis has reported the RF modelling and performance
evaluation of MEMS capacitors. A simple and accurate modelling method was
demonstrated for MEMS structures with a high level of integration. The role of surface
roughness in the Down state capacitance and voltage overdrive after pull-in was clearly
modelled and explained. The degradation of quality factor with the increase in frequency
and also with the device series resistance was analysed. The work described the
capability of the HZC MEMS tunable capacitors potential applications in multiband,
reconfigurable systems. RF perfomiance improvements analysed during the research
have also been documented and some future work is proposed.
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Appendix A: Fabrication of Capacitors
RF MEMS switched/tunable capacitors are surface micromachined using the
low-temperature, CMOS-compatible Tyndall 1.5pm Metal-Oxide MEMS process. A
versatile, dry-release process for surface micromachined MEMS (referred to as METOX
MEMS) process was developed at the Tyndall Institute. The advantages of using a dryrelease, low temperature process, with a low resistivity metal structural layer, were the
primary reasons for developments described in this work to be based on the METOX
process flow. The METOX process, expands the number of available photolithography
levels from five to a possible fifteen, introduces a second sacrificial layer as well as a
considerable number of structural modifications, and allows for the integration of
underlying CMOS circuitry with surface micromachined capacitive and ohmic switches,
resonators, inductors, tunable capacitors, mechanical test structures and component
packages. The process is entirely low-temperature, and all materials are completely
CMOS compatible.

A.l METOX Process Flow
The basic process as applied to MEMS capacitors and characterisation structures
is outlined below. Five levels, including the zero-level, are needed to fabricate these
devices. Flowever, many more levels are available, should they be needed, for the
fabrication of more complex structures such as integrated multilayer RF components.
Level nO: SUBSTRA TE and ZERO LEVEL
The mask set is based on the premise that a MOS silicon technology wafer will
be the most likely host wafer and a silicon wafer is the most appropriate substrate.
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However, depending on the devices to be fabricated, different substrate materials could
be used (e.g. glass, silicon, quartz), because these low-loss substrates improve the
performance (isolation and insertion loss) of RF devices.
MEMS devices, fabricated in the METOX process, are intended to be integrated
on a substrate in which CMOS devices have been fabricated in the Tyndall 1.5pm
geometry process. The combined CMOS and METOX MEMS process in Tyndall is
referred to as the CFF125 process [127]. For layer alignment, a layer of 0.5pm PECVD
silicon oxide is first deposited, and alignment marks are etched through this layer into
the silicon underneath to a depth of about 0.15pm, using the ZERO-LEVEL reticle. The
initial oxide is then removed and CMOS processing is completed up to via definition on
the interlayer dielectric on the first metallisation layer of the two-metal layer CFF125
1.5pm CMOS process.
For MEMS process and device development runs, the start wafers do not
incorporate CMOS circuits because this involves long process times and considerable
expense. These mechanical only fabrication lots start from a blank silicon wafer. As with
CMOS integrated devices, a layer of 0.5pm PECVD silicon oxide is first deposited, and
alignment marks are etched through this layer into the silicon underneath to a depth of
about 0.15pm, using the ZERO-LEVEL reticle. The initial oxide is then removed and a
second buffer layer of 0.5pm PECVD silicon oxide is deposited. This electrically
isolates the silicon from the MEMS fabrication steps.
Level ni: METAL2

The final metallisation layer of the CMOS process (interconnect and metal
tracks) also acts as the bottom metal layer of the MEMS module, i.e. interconnect,
bottom drive electrodes and bondpads. In the CFF125 process, the standard metallisation
layer consists of a sputtered 5000A thick layer of aluminium/1 %silicon. The addition of
small amounts of silicon to the metal improves conductivity and prevents
electromigration and the formation of voids during annealing. The metal was deposited
in a Nordiko 2500 sputter system at a pressure of BmTorr, 50sccm Ar gas flow, RF
power of 2kW and a chamber temperature for the deposition of approximately 200°C-
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250°C. The sputter deposition is preceded by a 20 minute RF etch and a 30 minute bake.
Following these steps the deposition step takes 22 minutes.
The Al/l%Si layer is patterned using the METAL2 reticle and etched in a
Drytek Quad chamber. A three-stage etch is used, the first of which is necessary to break
through the native aluminium oxide (alumina, AI2O3) present on the metal surface. The
second stage etches the bulk metal, while the third is a low power overetch that removes
any remaining metal residue.
Level #2; PASSIVATION
To protect any underlying CMOS, prevent oxidation of the Al/l%Si and the
short circuiting of the drive electrodes after electrostatic pull-in, a film of low
temperature PECVD silicon nitride or silicon oxide is deposited as a passivation layer,
as shown in Figure A.l. Silicon dioxide is more commonly used and is deposited at a
platen temperature of 300°C.

Figure A. 1. Schematic of the first three levels in the microswitch fabrication process - substrate,
metallisation and passivation.

A dielectric thickness of 0.2pm requires a deposition time of 8 seconds. Contact
holes are then opened in the passivation over the beam anchor regions to allow the
switch to be electrically contacted to a bondpad. Charge accumulation in this layer plays
a large part in device performance.
Level #3: OPEN BONDPADS
In order to allow electrical access to the device, the passivation layer must
removed from over the Al/l%Si bondpads patterned during the METAL2 step. Even
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though this is identical to the previous step (removal of dielectric over beam anchor
regions), there may sometimes be other intermediate switch contact fabrication steps
taking place in the process and that could mean that these two passivation etch steps may
not be combined. The OPEN BONDPADS level may therefore be either combined with
the PASSIVATION level (either in a single mask or as a double exposure), or used as a
stand-alone etch step.
Level U4: BEAM ANCHOR
The sacrificial layer is formed using a layer of polyimide (Dupont Pyralin PI
2545). The polyimide is spun on to the wafers according to the manufacturer’s
specification. After deposition the polyimide has a two stage cure process. To solidify
the polyimdde the temperature is ramped up at 2°C/minute to a temperature of 251^^0,
maintained at this level for 2 hours and then ramped back to room temperature at
2‘^C/minute. To cure the polyimide the wafers are placed in a furnace at 400°C with a
delay time of 15 minutes and a cure time of 1 hour.
After cure, the planar polyimide layer is patterned to define the anchors for the
beams, as shown in Figure A.2. The dry etch is performed using an O2 plasma at a
temperature of 15”C for a total time of 80 seconds. The resist is stripped in a two stage
process, initially in the MATRIX photoresist stripping tool at 220®C followed by an
EKC strip at 85®C for a time of 10 minutes. The process yields a sacrificial layer
thickness of 2.0-2.5pm.

Device anchor openings

polyimide sacrificial layer

Figure A.2. Deposition and patterning of the polyimide sacrificial layer.
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Level #5; BEAM DEFINITION
The BEAM DEFINITION photolithography level defines the primary structural
layer, as illustrated in Figure A.3.

Figure A. 3. Structural layer deposition and patterning.

For wider devices (width >30pm), small holes of l-2pm square are defined in
these structural layers in order to allow for access to the polyimide by the oxygen plasma
and easy removal of the sacrificial layer. Before deposition of the structural layers, the
polyimide layer surface is roughened using a IkW, 25 minute plasma etch in order to
provide adequate adhesion of the structural layer. This etch may also remove any oxide
present on the aluminium/l%silicon, ensuring good contact between the structural layer
and the metallisation layer. The structural layer is then deposited over the polyimide
without breaking the vacuum in the deposition chamber.

A. 1.1 Wafer Sawing and Sacrificial Layer Removal

After the preceding steps have been performed, fabrication of the basic devices is
complete except for etching of the sacrificial layer, which must be removed in order for
the structural layer to be able to move freely. Because of the difficulty of dicing and
handling exposed and unprotected MEMS devices, a process has been developed for
wafer sawing prior to device release. Devices reported in this work are either released at
wafer level by etching the polyimide in oxygen rich plasma using a MATRIX ash
system or diced with the polyimide present and ashed at die level in a Plasmod bench
top plasma chamber.

A.2 Capacitive switch fabrication
The fabrication steps of capacitive switch are summarized in Table A.l. A
process schematic is illustrated in Figure A.4.
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Description
Step
Details
Start Material: 100mm diameter, 525pm thick, P-type <100> high resistivity single
crystal silicon wafer
1
Isolation
O.Sjim thick PECVD silicon oxide
2

CPW line

Deposit/pattem 0.5pm Al/l%Si

3

Switch dielectric

Deposit/pattem PECVD silicon oxide

4

Sacrificial layer

Deposit/pattem polyimide

5

Structural metal

Deposit/pattem 1 pm aluminium

6

Release

25 minute release in isotropic oxygen plasma etch

Table A. 1. Fabrication process details of capacitive switch.

[^Aluminium

|||silicon Oxide

^|polyimide

^HAI/1%Si

Figure A. 4. Switch fabrication process.
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Substrate

Appendix B: Scattering Parameters
Scattering Parameters, also called S-parameters, are important in microwave
design because they are easier to measure and to work with RF and microwave
frequencies than other kinds of parameters. They are conceptually simple, analytically
convenient and capable of providing detailed insight into a measurement and modeling
problem [128].
The S-parameters relates to the traveling waves that are scattered or reflected
when an n-port network is inserted into a transmission line. This means that Sparameters relate to the way in which the traveling currents and voltages in a
transmission line are affected when they meet a discontinuity caused by the insertion of
a network into the transmission line.

B.l S-parameters of two port network

Vi;

S21

al
Input Port

a2

Two port
network or
Test device

Sll

c.

S22 Output Port

b2

bl
Vrl

Vi2

Vr2

S12

Figure B. 1. A two port network showing incident (al, a2) and reflected (bl, b2) waves.
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The S-parameter for an N-port contains N

coefficients (Sjj), each one

representing a possible input-output path. The network may have any number of ports,
but the parameters can be explained most easily by considering a network with only two
ports, an input port and an output port the network shown in Figure B.l.
Generalized scattering parameters have been defined which describe the
interrelationships of a new set of variables (ai, bj). The variables ai and bj are normalized
complex voltage waves incident on and reflected from the i^*^ port of the network. Since
the network is embedded in a characteristic impedance of

Zq,

these variables can be

interpreted in terms of normalized voltage or current amplitudes.

Voltage towards port

^

Voltage away from port

4^

(Bl.l)

For the two port network, the variables can be expressed as.

a\ -

V,2

F/i
1—

ylz,>

(B1.2)

(B1.3)

When the source is excited by the travelling wave at input port, a portion of the
wave from a source will be reflected and another portion will be transmitted through the
two-port device. And also a fraction of the transmitted signal is then reflected from the
load and becomes incident upon the output of the two-port device

(aj).

A portion of a

signal (a2) is then reflected from the output port back toward the load (b2), while a
fraction is transmitted through the two-port device back to the source. For the output of
the two-port device to the load consists of the portion that is reflected from the output of
the two-port device where.

bt —

~\~S(2
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(B1.4)

^2 - *^21^1 +*^22^2

(B1.5)

Forward S-parameters are determined by measuring the magnitude and phase of
the incident, reflected, and transmitted signals when the output is terminated in a load
that is precisely equal to the characteristic impedance of the test system. For the two-port
network, when a2 is zero, the input reflection coefficient (Sn) and the forward
transmission coefficient (S21) can be expressed as,

S

11

6' 21

_ __L =

Voltage reflected at port 1
Voltage towards port 1

b.
=

Voltage at port 2
Voltage towards port 1

(B1.6)

(B1.7)

By placing the source at the output port of the test device and terminating the
input port in a perfect load, it is possible to measure the other two (reverse) Sparameters. For ai=0, the reverse transmission coefficient (S12) and the output reflection
coefficient (S22) can be expressed as.

C
^^12

bi

=

---- =
"2

‘^22

^2
= ------ =

Qi

Voltage out at port 1
Voltage towards port 2
Voltage reflected at port 2
Voltage towards port 2

(B1.8)
(B1.9)

S-parameter is represented by a unit less complex number, thus representing
magnitude and angle, or amplitude and phase. The S-parameter magnitude may be
expressed in linear form or logarithmic form. When expressed in logarithmic form,
magnitude has the "dimensionless unit" of decibels. For the power ratios are expressed
as lOxlog (Sij) and for voltage ratios are 20xlog (Sij), because power is proportional to
voltage squared.
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B.2 Smith Chart
A Smith chart provides an intuitive geometrical representation of a load in terms
of its reflection coefficient and is helpful in solving problems with transmission lines
and matching circuits. The Smith chart can be used to represent many parameters
including impedances, admittances, reflection coefficients, Sjj parameters. The Smith
chart is most frequently used at or within the unity radius region. The Smith chart is
plotted on the complex reflection coefficient plane in two dimiensions and is scaled in
normalised impedance. Normalised scaling allows the Smith chart to be used for
problems involving any characteristic impedance or system impedance, although by far
the most commonly used is SOfi. As impedances and admittances change with
frequency, problems using the Smith chart can only be solved manually using one
frequency at a time, the result being represented by a point.
: lm{l)
circles of constant
resistance

cirdes of constant
reactance

Rein

circle of constant in

Figure. B2.1. Smith chart showing the constant reflection coefficient circle at centre and
resistance and reactance circles
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The Smith chart can help in translating the reflection coefficient into impedance.
The complex reflection coefficient T-plane with a curvilinear grid of constant resistance
and constant reactance circles drawn inside the unit-circle as shown in Figure B2.1. Any
reflection coefficient point T falls at the intersection of a resistance and a reactance
circle, r, x, from which the corresponding impedance can be read off immediately as z =
r + jx. Conversely, given z = r + jx and finding the intersection of the r, x circles, the
complex point T can be located and its value can be read in polar or Cartesian
coordinates. The resistance at the intersection of the constant T-circle with the positive
real axis is equal to the standing-wave ratio. The positions of maximum and minimum
voltage on the line are found by determining the intersections of the constant-T circle
with the positive and negative real axes, respectively.
A Smith chart is developed by examining the load where the impedance must be
matched. Instead of considering its impedance directly, you express its reflection
coefficient T, which is used to characterize a load at RF frequencies.
The reflection coefficient is defined as the ratio between the reflected voltage
wave and the incident voltage wave:
Z,-Zr
T =

(B2.1)
Zi + Zf

Where, Zl is the load impedance and Zo is the characteristic impedance
For Zl = Zq then all the power is transmitted to the load and for Zl f Zo then
some power will be reflected or mismatched. A complex impedance z = r + jx with
positive resistive part, r > 0, gets mapped onto a point T that lies inside the unit-circle in
the T-plane, that is, satisfying

|r| <

1. An entire resistance line z = r (a vertical line on

the z-plane) gets mapped onto a circle on the T-plane that lies entirely inside the unitcircle, if r > 0. Similarly, a reactance line z = jx (a horizontal line on the z-plane) gets
mapped onto a circle on the T-plane, a portion of which lies inside the unit-circle.
Matching to SOQ means moving towards the centre of the chart.
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The magnitude of |r| remains eonstant as 1 varies, indeed,

|r| = ITlI- On the Smith

chart, this represents a circle centred at the origin T = 0 of radius ITlI- Such circles are
called constant SWR circles because the SWR is related to the circle radius by.
1 + IT
SWR = ----LLII
I-ITl

Return loss is defined as -10 log 10

(B2.2)

|r| dB, and it is how much power is reflected.

For instance, a return loss of 3dB means that half the power is reflected, and a return loss
of 20dB means that 1% of the power is reflected. If 1% of incident power is reflected by
load,

|r|^ = 0.01

and

|r| = 0.1, then: SWR circle is a plot on the Smith chart of constant

SWR turns out to be a circle with its centre at the centre of the Smith chart.
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